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This! s ·tudy was .de'signed to ga~.eer information pn 
·the leisure reading habits and' in..tere~~~ of junior high 
• • J • 
' ·:~ 
·school students in the P,rovince of Newfoundian~. The 
,.,.,. ·. r· ::, . , 






Boa.rds · considered to b.e representative 
. . .r . ~ . 
· Newfound1and ·School 
of the Newfoundland school''\;>opulation. Th~ ·qu~s~onnah;e 
. . . ~ 
method was used' to collect the necessary ;information from· I .. . ., . . . I 




- I . . ;:. . . 1 
Resu!.ts showect that a·l·hifh per.q!!ntage of the .students · 
survere'd. e~jo;ed ,;~<!di~~ .in the!: . leis:~~· time .~lthough gi~ls 
. were "'ore likely than were boys o read for enjoyment. Al":, 
I 
though there were 'some. interests common to both sexes, ·there 
was a mar.ked difference between reading choices " of boys anp 
girls. II 
·' indicated ·a Both boys and girls strong interest in 
"l"' 
. ~ 
mystery I adventure stories and stories about young people. 
With respect to 
novels and boys 
the genres, girls· reported a preference ·for 
a prefe}4:1nce f.or short stories. Poetry : 
~ 
was of little interest to either !rnx. Both sexes preferred 
fiction to fact, prose to poetry, . )lay's to essays and -inaga-
. .· . 
....J' ,· .. 
zines· to newspapers. 
The students reported tha.t the greateat .d~~rents 
.... 
. 
to their leisure reading were lack a.f .... time .and the lack of 
' . . 
. 
interesting books. The books · on the supplementary reading 
'I ~J · · 
...... ~. t . '· 
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. ~f ,. .. 
·····list were not W.idely , ~ead by the .... students of 'either sex. 
i ·.. ' . 
·The· book's . tifle and the influence of movies ·and. television 
. I. ~ . 
- • • l 
we.re 'the two greatest influences Ol) students' choices in 
' ( ' 
books. 
J ··'. I A .number of . recommendations for. improvement in -the 
leisure. readiri~ 'p;~~ams ·1~ ~ewfoundland are< presented as 
a result. this study. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE NATURE OF THE STUDY 
., . 
Introduction 
The development of a reading habit based 
on'a love of r~ading may well-be the most 
important ' contribution the school can 
make to the student's education.! . '~ j 
... ,. " ·----
. ~ . 
.. _..._ 
All educ~tor~ involved ln secondary education would 
agree on 'both the importance ·.of reading ability in coping with 
school su?jects and'the importance.of reading for enjoyment~ 
tJ 
and information.· Most wouLd als.o agree that there is a serious 
~ • ~ <;). • ' • 
discrepancy ; between what the exi.sting high school read.lng 
I I ' • ' 
le.Jels are iand wfi~t ~hese.:.::-1~:;:_1~ ~;h~~l_~~-· ,..,. 
I . . 
•Research shows-Enat~not only are some high school 
· gtaduates · unable to deal successfully with ·' a world steeped in 
~-- . 
print, but that many students ~are unable to cope with the . 
content areas that depend heavily on print. Unable to cope 
with the' required material, a substantial number of students 
.. 
pe'come frustrated and resort to •asocial beha,Y.ior, many even-
tual_lY. · joining the r~l}ks of the dropouts. Although it is 
~ known . that for numerous reasons good readers also drop out of 
. ·school, expe~ience shows that those~~ho have difficulty in 




~East Lan~ng, Michigan: 
1973), p •. 3. 
' . 
.• J . 
() . 
• 
The Reading Interests of Young People 









Educators ~~cognize that children are ~ndividuals ~nd 
that no two are exactly alike. Children differ physically, 
emotionally, 'psyc_hologically and i-n their background of ex-
. . 
periences. As children move up th·e grades thes~e differences 
become more and more _pronounced, so that any heterogeneously 
gronped high school class .may contain students of a:ny_given 
· ·• •. J. • combination, of traits. And yet, because of . the pressures o·f 
subject teaching t it is~ at the . hith schooi. level . ~hat teachers 
very oft~·~ tend to forget th.is principle of individual dif-
ferences and t ·reat the class as a single unit. High school 
teachers generally use only those boo15,s · prescribed by th~ 
·' ~ 
Department of Education. Th~y often expect ~do~escents to 
react to the same· b?pks, noJ as i~div.f'~~: but as a group. · 
. . 
Not pnly do-- they expect -::tnis of .a single class, they often 
. ... ~ 
expect it of every class year after year. However, author'i"-




differences as w~ll _· as1 the similarities between chi~d;ren and · 
their interests in th~ junior high grades. ..... 
, 
Writers and researchers in the area of chi~dren's 
.. 
literature stress the· importance of children's int~rests in 
~- . ' ' .. 
-determining a literature program and .in selecting books ·for 




Few would .hold that children's in1;:ere:a.ts 
or verbally expressed needs· should serve 
as the sole or even primary foundation 
... -for· tile curriculum, but many wisely 
.. ·maintain th~ knowledge of what interests 
youth or what youth says it wants is 








,,., • ..._ v:o--".-···., . .... 1~ "'·~'F : ...... ........... ......... ~----:·-- .... - -··.· ... ,;·- · · ·· ' "' .......... ~-
'· 
. ,-: : ., ... 
, 
... 
,, .... _ 
- .. 
·. ~ 
· . I • 
' ' 
' 
essentia+ todl in the~ continual task of· 2 
updating and improving methods of teaching. 
,, 
3 
Carlsen3 supports -this statement in emphasizing the 
. 
- . ~ .-import~nce of interest when he says that adolescents will 
attempt to _read very difficult books if they are interested 1 
' . . 
F~r from advocati~g· 'that anything goes or that as · 
long. as children read ;it do·esn't matter. what·, Carlsen main-
tains .that: 
0 
our problem in guiding teen-age ' .read'ers 
· is one of knowing the stages, being read~ 
with the right suggestions when one stage 
.~ I! 
: is ending and anqther about to begin, and 
recognizing that each stage is but a rung on . · . 
··the ladder toward the truly.cultivated human 
being ;4 . j 
:- . 
In agreement with this' idea, McCord writes that:. 
we must help the student develop tnterests 
through reading, but we must also be willing 
to accept his intere·sts ~t a particular 'moment 
and' help him find materials .which fit those 





. . I 
\ 
2c. Johnston and J. Shores, "Reading and Reference · 
Interests of Jun4,or High Student:s", Reading Interests o£ _ 
Children and Young Adults, .ed. Jean Spealma~ Kyoth (Methuchen, 
New ·Jersey: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 197d), p. 157 • 
.... 
3G. Robert 
(New York: Harper 
4 . Ibid., p. 
Carlsen, Books· and The Teen·-Age Reader. 
and Row, .)967), p. 32. 1• 
.. 
33. ;--... .. (I 
., 
5c. ·McCord, "Developing An Effective,Re ader: · Secondary", 
" Deyelo ment of Lifetime Read in Habits, eds .· ·o ~ o·ietr ich ·and · 
v. Matt ews Newar Internati9nal Reading Associatio~, 
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Our ob'j'ective, as · educators, is not to get all the 
students in our classes to read the same book· or•selection 
of books, but to get them to read a wide range of good books. 
Educators need to provide for their students as mahy. reading 
' 
opportunities and experiences as possible and to ensure that . 
their reading e~periences are enjoyable ones. Children need 
. ' 
!_be selection of books should be based on a sound knowledge 
• 0 -
,, 
of the learning process, the' growth and developm·ent of children 1· 
' .. 
. . 
·and th~ ~nte~ests of' the children themselves. It is important 
.. 
that the literature program be balanced and that it include 
all of the genres. I • It is critical that educators start with 
I ., 
.the children's i~terests in an attempt to expand these inter-
. \ 
. ests, stimulate appreciation for literature and. develop life-
. • t 
'iong reading hahits". 
I. 
I 
' Statement of the Problem· I! . 
_:--- . 
~--- . --
It' i 's generally agreed among authorities th.at itr is 
the -responsibility of the schools not only to teach student's 
. . 
how to read', but to, do so in such a way thp.t those students 
. . 
will want to read and will find reading · an enjoyable and 
-; 
rewarding ~xperienc~. There is i~ the literature, how~ver, 
_an abund~~ce of eviden~e to support the belief that a large(. 
number of _h~gh school students; and graduates. ar~ una~le to 























to ~eading whii• a significant number have a n,gative a~tr­
t .ude and actively dislike to read. 
If, as such evidence suggests, reading sta~dards ! 
0 ~ ' 
are low and adolescents lose, interest irr reading follow~_!ig 
... . 
j~nior high scnool, perh~p~ ~he root .of the. problem ~an be 
found ··in the readil}g experiences provided- by the schools. 
• \ • .,.. o4 
Nume-roi.i's~educators have studied and . documented the important 
,.. 
: '' , . 
relation'shlp between' children's interests and their success 
: • • • . . t. "'\ ~- •• 
in x;_eading. There emerges from t~e liter~ture a .strong sug-
j 
gest.ion that one of th~ reasons .~~ the lack· of ·ability to 
. . .. \ . ' · 
read and the lack of interest ;ln reac:hng on .the par~ of _!ligh 
school students and gr.adua·tes · is the lack of consistency 
between what children are interested in and what they are 
given 1to read. 
This study is concerned, · then, with investigating 
I· 
the reading . int~rests of grades seven and eight students 
and the extent to whi.ch such il)terests . are being stimulated 
and main~a~ned . by the present supplementary . r~ading list 
. . 
and the school progFams in existence. 
Purpose of the Study 
i 
1 This investig~tion will ~eek to obt~~n information 
·On the following six points : 
1. The amount an~ quality of .the independent or 
leisure re~ding o f grade s seven a~d eight 
students in the province of Newfoundland. 
\. 
.. 










. ~ , . 












2. The reading interests and habits of~grades 
lt. .. 1 : .. 
s~ven,._and eight students in Newfoundland. 
· , 
3. The extent to which the supplementary reading ··l. 
4. 
. s. 
list i~ meeting these interests. . . 
The extent to. which school and classroom 
libraries are m~eting these interests. 
The effects of the fa9tors of age, sex and 
,.j'. 









~~ TAe ~xtent to which T.V. inflUertces students' 
. . .."( 
·• t. 
reading. I. ( ... 
I 
" ' 
Siqnfficance of the Study 
v 
' ,T ~ 
' ' r. ~: 
'\ . 
·{. ' 
Informatio~ obtained . . in this study should be valuable: 
. ~ - . 
1'. . in helping those · ·respon~ibie fo~- imp\~vino/-· t~~ 
. ; : ; ..,._ "' . 
. . . •. ' literature program. by making them aware of the typ~s of 
. _:-i. • • : .:·\ . 
material that "their students are interested in: 
. ... 
2: in_ ·":evising and expanding ~~e. su'"pplementary 
. ' ,, 
• .1 ... ' 
list fbr gra~es seven arid eight: . . ·.~ ., 
:'' ~)) . . ·:~ .;· 
3. in ~est~blishing a sc;>und starting p~1nt in · 
~ ' A • 
reading 
. ·'9uilding and · extending classroom libraries for leisure 




. . ·'i: " . 
.• ' 
; 




. · . ..; :; 
.... ·, roadlng • . ·:~ 
. ' It .' .• ·~ I ,, . 
., 
t . ~ ~ .. 
. ·.: · 4. · in providing .an impor.tant source .a>£ . . . 
. :. ;.. . ... . ... ""':"" . 
. .. \ '• ' 
selection for both libra.tians and le.ac-hers': 
:'"'·. 
.r· . ., 
.. 
. . i . . 
r . 
. ,. 
J . . • il· 











in contribu,~±ng to the ongoing e~forts t~ improve" 
l .·.• t. . ~ -· ... 
r o • ' • ' \ ' • ' I' , l 
in Newfoundland by P~C?,Vid\ng a ~asis · · for' sele~-~ing·: . . 1·• 
.. : .ol , ._ " ' i• ' I 
of interest to stu'dents in junior hfgh . ·s~hooi •. ~ ;:~ ' 
..... '"\ . 1 !., 
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' 'Scope and Limitations of the S~udy 




. .f . 
. to " • • 
The reader snoyld bear in mirld the following points · 
u 
this study: 
.. ;.. .• 
' ... . . l . \ 
-~egatfiing th~ scope and U :mitati,ons o( 
~-




.. . "' .... ' . -~ ... 
1. Sil}ce the sample ...  for .inveti't4.<jat'!on was r~ndomlY,~ 
• • ' · .; • - ~.1 • • • I; - ... ~ , .) . h ' I ... \ .. • 
from four Sch~ol Boards,:. ~ncluding bQth \.,urban and 
- ·~. -l-. •, 
~ural c9mmuniti~s, it is -considered to be representative of 
. . - ~ . . ~ 
the . gradesi- seven ·and eight _,pppul~t'io~ .i~ the pro/A~ce of 
. \ . . - .:.. .. 
Ne;foundland, 'and g~~era'-lzatlons..\:~re thetefor~ appli'cable to 
I . l. 
~ A . • 
. ~ha_t ... population-. 






2. sin·ce.-the · supplementary reac:Urig list is COJnffiC?n 
I . · • :- . . . 
to- grades seven and eight,. the grade s~ven -.students .. znay ha've 
, I 
' . " . . . :. . f • ·• : ' . J( 
been ·at ·a disadvantage in rating 'the>· books •. -While the grade 
' \ n . . . . 
~. ~ 
eigh~ students had be~n exposed to · th~ books for almost 
• • • ' ~ ' • II • .... 
i. two ,, 
~ -
.. ' .. 




















-. .  
-.. .. 
) :,.,. ·,. . ' 
3. This s~udy ' is limited by. the. ·iliherent problems 
: ' J ~ • 
of the questionnaire{method~ 
•"":: • • J ' 
Since it was administere~~ 
...... - ~· . . 
the classroom, it may have be~en influenced. by the. school ~. · 
. ·.· ' ... 
setting to ~l)e ext'ent tha,t t;he .sincer:i ty and .--.sponta~'eity-~~ 
- ~ - ~ 
with- which stud~nts answered qu~st.ions .·inay h~ve' b,een neg~tively 
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. ; . }'. 
. . ..... . · ..... 
. L. . . • . 
. . . Overview of the Study 
· ...~ .. 




~ .... _ \ 
: 
This investigation-_ and its results are . reported i~ 
~lye .. chapters_.~- ~h,aptar ·:I h~~~; dis.cussed the problem 'b.~ing ": • 
~ !':• ., ~,. ~ . ..  ·: ·~~ .. ,,_' . ' . 
~tudied, the purpose of t~e study~ its significance, scope 
~ .. ·~ ~·-; . . .· .. ~ :. . . . ·, ~. 
arid lim! tat ions. Cha•ptet: II will present~'-a review of the 
··'··~- . , ~. -~ - • - •• r--litera~ure .related •. :-~~ the problem'*: 
. . . . ; \ ... 
'I t.: 
·: .:f, . _ Chapter . III~Will discuss the methodology · dnd design. 
,_;', . .C · '"::. 
It will 'elipla-in the ·choice of grades, the-- ~esign and function · 
. . .. .. ; ' . . . ·· ·~~~ ~ . ··a. 
of ' t~e surv~; ' instrurnent'/ \lie. sarnplin_g ~r~cecl\lre, ' a~d the ' 







·~' · .· A presentatidh and · dis6us'sion o~ the· data' coi1ecteq 
"' . . ~-. . 
·, 
·' .. 
fro_m_-~,Stuc;lent questionnaire .. & ·wiii· be given in Chapter IV. 
'~ ·-Chapter V will summarize_ the findings qf the study.· · · 
., 
_:·and repo_r-t the implica~ions_ of these fin~J.ngs. s\.iggestidn·~ 
I . 
..... 
~ ......... ~.. . , . ·-·~ 
for ' im~rovement in the reading programs will be offered. 
. , . 
', . 
. . . 
·' 
• I • 
·. 
' ' 
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A review of the literature relate? to reading interests 
r~~eals an .abundance of research and di~cussion on the ·subject • 
For · u1e pul!_po~es of t~is study · it was 
.... J,. 
·· on that literat~re concerned with the 
. -~~ 
. p~rmanent readin-g habi·ts, th+ need for 
; . . . . . ,; 
th'e; ·reading interests of stu~ents, · ·and the important. part · 
~~ . . . . c r . . ~ 
g\1-~dance plays in stimulating, maintaining :and, expandi~g tho_s~ 
-. 
. . 
inter~sts, ~ so that students will fiQd reading an enjoyable ..._. 
,IJ 




, ·~ . r 
e?C_per ienc_e • · 
-. 
. 
. _, ~ •• 
•. EstablisQment of. Permanent Reading Habi ts as an 
• \_ . 
-~. 
. ,• 
Alrri-~.of a Literature Program 
. . I .: . -.· . 
int~oduced in the early nineteenth- century, the 
. -
teachihg of E~gli~h as a high " school ~s~bject is a relatively 
·' n"ew concept 'i.ri ·the ~curr ~culum. 1 In the earl~ stages of the 
_. .. . 
·f "program •·s developme~·t, the selection· of 'ii-t'erature .was' deter-
. . ' ~ 
• I. I 
~~ned by the ' importance a~tache~ to the classic~ a~d ~iterary 
'{ • J 
types with el!'phasis on memoriz~tion . and analys'is. ·.Little 
' . . ~ ' 
.. 
'·" 




. ·i: :\ 
f · :l\ ·i·l · 
. •, J. :~ . 
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_:.:_~ ;.:_.:•,:. -:-_  :___ .:.... ____ .---~: _:·· --ro --
- - ,; 
though wa~fVen-~ th~ ·role students• inter~sts ·should 
---------:---- I . . ·: 





























·.. • l . 
,. 
twen~\h century that' inter~st was considered ·an important 
factor. ' Once recogni~ed, however, the volume of literature 
\ ' I 
. and research pertaining to inte'rest anp its influ~nce on 
.I 
reading grew overwhelmiri91Y. Thus, in' the ).930's more em-
~ \ . 
phasi& wa1s placed on interests, and some concessions to 
I 
.... 
. i ' 
·, .. thos.e interests were made. This resulted in the intr oduc-
I 
; 
tion of anthologies which included the classics as wel1. ·as 
I 
I 
some popular and more modern literature, generally as ex-
- ~ .. · ... !'. 




~s\ early as 1913, John Dewey w.rote about the iJ:tl-
' portance o~ , ~~udent interests in the l~arning process: 
I 
" !J' rh~ .genuine.principle of interest is the 
~r~nciple of the recogn~~ed identity .of 
the fact to pe learned o the action pro-
pos~ed with the growing s lf; that it lies 
in ':the direction of · t .he /agent • s own growth, 
and. is, therefore, im~eriously demanded if 
the! agent is to be himself ··. I:tet this con-
dition of identification once be secured, 
and :we have neither to -~ppeal to sheer 
strength ·of will.,' nor to occupy ourselves 








· ··~ Thi~ importance 0f interest as.it relates to reading 
· was ·recognized somewhat in 1g25 'by the National 'Association 
fo:J:. the Study 
• 




and .that association identi~ied 
"· of a sound literature. program 
·.'I the 
. .... .· ' ! . . . 
·
2John Dewey, Inberest and Effort · in Edu~~tio~' 
(Boston: Houghton. Mifflin Co., , 1913), p • . 7. · 
~ ' . .. 
.. . I ' •, 
. . . .. : ~ 
. . :, 
i· • 
.i " 
t . ·-:. ~ - (> ·~ . i .. , ,• . ·.:· · ~ ·' 
."~• :. : · .. .. 
·.: 
· ' 
i ' . ~ ---:a- ·~ .. ________ __,,__ ______ ....., ____ _.., ____________ ~-o;------ ~ ·"',· 
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·• ·.· need "to promote and refine reading interests and tastes 
.. 
: 
which will direc-t and inspire the present and fut~re · lif_e 
I'; 
. · · . 
~ 
of the r _eader and provide for the wholesome use of leisu.r;_e 
' 
.. '·· time")-. . Almost hal:f a century later. the well':.;_.known re- ' .. 
-.-
r 
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people, Gec~ge Norwell, wrote that: 
. "... . 
... ,·~. .... ~ 
The developmeiit of a reading habit · based~ . · 
on a love· of .re~~ing ~<fy well be the most 
imP'Q:rtant contribution the school can make · 
to the student's education. Achievemertt · · 
. ~of this,purpose w~uld transform the whole 
· program· of in-school · and a ·fte:r;-school 
educat;.ion.4 
· · . i : 
... ·'· 
.,... - \ .... 
,., I ~ 
Most recent writers corroborate this point of vie~;· 
str~ssing the importance of· developin·g a llfe-long reading 
habit and the . irnportant role played by interest. Dechant 
wrou~ :that inter'ests ar~ .the . active forces ••••• that 'deter-
~ ' I t. • , - .. 
mine- whether the studertt will read, how much. he <will 
~ - . , . 




important caus~ of· poor ' reading is-lack of interest, sinc_e •. .. 
'~ .. . ,.- ' I ' 6 
interest -{s ·tl)e key to motivation. · 
l 
.· . ~ . ,, ' · 
. . 
3National ... As~ociation ·:tor t 'he_ .:~tucly of E~ucation, -. 
Twenty-~ourth· Yearb.ook, Repo1:t of the. National Committee · 
on. Reading (Bloornington 1 _ _Illinof!.s: · P?blic Schoot Publishing 
co~; 1925), · p. 64·. · _ ~: . ,. . . - •. ··· 
o:·· : ._ .. 
! .. 4 • i . . .• . ,. 
Geo;rge ~orvell, The Ry_ading-Interests of Young . 
People (East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan ,State Univerpity 









p ·~ ·87. 
Reading Irnprovernent·ln the ~econQa;y · _ 
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Bond, · Tinker and Wasson declared that·- the· development' 
of a perinanept interest in reading .. .is essential if ... continuo~s· 
t # , ' • , *" ' ,....,, I 
growth in reading is to t~ke plac~ in i the cia~~r~om} ··: Lar;ick 
expres~ed the opinion that, indeed, wh.cn ·child-ren are provid~·d 
. wi~ mate~ial~at appeal, tro }:heir i~~er:sts, half.· the Jatt-le ~ 
. • .. 8 




I . : . 
.'4 . . Almbst( ~wenty years hg~ -King p·:·o~sed that ~u~h a bro~d . . ' -.· · · --
~;), • ~~j e6~i ve ~s th~· estab1~~Wnt of a -~~rm~~~n/ ,;.;;~~i~g-~h~bi { • · • . . • • • ·.~ .. 
. /!.g:;;;•. . ~ \. J 
•· was·· perhaps more., impo~tari.~ t,h~n· th~n _e~e.~~ ~7.fpr~ .. b~~a ~e . _of . . ; ··; -· " . 




~ , , : "' : ~ . · • ,..to(,.. 
· Tha.t( schools have-•'ir'e'quently 'fallen sl)ort' ~of th~ir .~ • · ' ' · 
·" . ' I ~ • •• •. • : I • • .. • - • .J ' "" "" . • .. ,. .. 
objective tQ ·instill ·a love of re~ding and develop permanent 
- .. . . . .. 
...... . I • ' • 
1 . .. • t" • • • 
reading hab-its is: evident ·throtigho'\l t .. the 1 i tera t,ur'e. As eai;'ly 
• • ' 1., • ' I "! \ l. ~ • • • ' . 
_ ~s 1939 4; .Witty 1.and · Kop~i. report~4 that. int:eres.t _in. ·readir:g 
' , • • ,. • " I .: 4 I 1 1• ' ·~ • \l!. 
declined rapidly a£teJ: "'bh'e jQnior. h'i~h. grade:s ·aQ.d 'that 
• • • ' • ... • • • - I. ~.. • • 0 • .. • • 
studies ~ar:i:ied out disclosed ~ ·i: ·.-.' a lo~ leve'i. in, readin'g 
• ' \ • • ... • • • • l ' • ' •· • • • . ' . ,f· 
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·· · . . 
76~y'··;. .. ·sand; Mile's ·A •. ;ink·~;- 'and Barbara B. wass~n,l 
~ ~adin · Dif1f.icul ties: ·T eir oi'a nos'is and Correction, · ·' 
4th .ed. · (Englewood .011 fs, New Jersey: . · ren~1ce- a 1', . Inc.! 
...  19/9) ; p ~: 415. :~ .. •· .. ~ . . . . : ' # • . . .I . 
·: . ~.NaJ:lcy L'arri~k ~· ,;M~kl.~g- the Mpst of Children's 
·Intere!!ts", Ed\leatioh, ·vol. 073 '(1953)', .. p;. 524. 
' .,. ..,. r • •• • "' • f • . 
· ·. . 
9
.Eth'el ·M.: .Ki ng, ···"Critical Appraisal .of 
. • . .. Childre·n r s . Reading· Int~rests, Preferenc.es, and 
. . • J 
Research ·on. 
Habi-ts" · 
· ... .. - · Canadian Education ahd .Research ol.gest, Vol. ,7 
~. 142. \ . 
' '· .. . ... ; 
• · 
1~P-aul .Witty and David *opel'; .Readin2 ~nd' the 
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....... ...... _, . 
.: . .. .-~ . ' ':......... . ,. 
c • · • .. ..... ~· .... : • .'; 
~ - .., This decl i~~ '.c;n t~~ued ).1} the ..senio:r; • year a o( .. h1gh :· schoo·~ :· : ::· :··; :·> ~ :;._ ~ ~ · : 
... , ... . . -· ·. ·:..· · . . . ~ -·_,. ·. ··-: .. . . \.- · ...... ~ . .... .:. ..... ~ .. 
and •persisted :throughout ' 'the ~ol.iege yea'r&. ~i·th.~ f.ifty--s.tx .. · ... .. - .;.. 
.. .. . .. ..... :- .. ., 
percent of col,leg~ students 'doi~g . 00 op.tt~~a·l ·-:re.~d:fn-<9-:, ·. . . -- . · . .:._ ... --;:-:-
.• - ·Ashley, in .revie~{~g .~6r.e re~e·~~ .r-~~~~~·;·· ~o-~l~d~~- .-:-- - -
' .. . . . . ·... .. . .. .. : .. ""- . :~.- ~ -: · . ·: 
' - . . . . . .. ·~ . .. . . ·- ~· ·. ~·- . ..... : . ; ... ,. ~· ·-. . . ' . . . ~ .: .... . 
tttat .non~ literates · .. (deffned as non-habitual teaqex:s) pre-:.- . -. :-;;.. , : . . , . 
' . " . ..... - .. - - ·.. . . - . . ..... - .. : ··, __ .; ~ . . . :_: ~ ' 
. .. -· ;.- :. . "':... 
. ·-I .nOminate in, ·bur: .s~ciety·, S~l').?.~ . ..only fi.~~ perc~~~·-Of :the -·~ ~~·· ,.. _:: · ··· 
- - ...c~ild~~.n _ pa-s.s-in~ throu~p · t:h~ Canad_~an · ·sc~Qol. ~y,ste1n wi:il:·~ .. ~ .• ·· ;.. 
. -. 
·. · 
- ·-.· -~ · ... : ~ .. ·-..· 
·.• tun\ . to readihg vcilurita·t;:_ily ;· an'd .. on~y on~ _peis::ent _:of- ehese-· -- .. -~--- - . ., 
;.: · ~-. -~ w~~~ .. x~.~d _wha't . ts·. c~nsider.~d ·wo:rtliwhll~ . i±te~.~-t~;~-~~L· .. -: -·- ~ ~--· .~·,__ :;.,·~- -~~( ---~ -- -~ 
. .. ··- · ·At:;. the firs·t ~ati6na·l . Reader~h~~ ~ Symposi~!fi hei_d in·~ ... ~ -~- ~ : - . ::-. · ~.;.- · . 
'canada ln .1979, .Fr~p.k · ·Srni:th, a no .. t .ed scnol·ar- ; . . berated •the .. 
- ~~ . \ .. . 
·. 
~ . 
schoo~$, not f~r their lacl:c of ·success 'in teachi'ng subjec::t . . 
. ~. 
-, . 
. matter -~ding skills, but'_for t~e-!r f~ilure . to ge!'lerate 
. . . . ~ 
-. 
.. :.. . 
·: 
.. ... 4int~re~t tn ·r~adin.g. . He accused schools of . no.t 
.. . . 
only .failing 
.... ... :' 
·-
. . . 
to cJ:?eate an interest in reading but, indeed,. of sometime~. · 
,. 
even causi_!~g .s~udents to lose what inter;;?t they haq. ±~ 
such cases, he rn~1ntained, reading becomes associated · with 
the classro'9m only, and ·is something 'to be ~voi:ded. 1 ~ 
". ,... ~ .. 
In a ' stud~ exarnin~ng the change in YO?ng people's 
. . .. .. \. 
•··· attitudes t~ward school progr~ms. ·over a ten'jrear period, 
~ . 
Norvell fo\lnd English to be the least liked subje'c.t, a·nd 
- . . • . . . -
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.. ............. 
,·v • 
(Toronto~ McCJ.ellahd and St-ewart Ltd., .1972), p. "1. . ., .. 
...•.. 
.. . \ ... . ~-12 . . . . .. 
" -Frank' Smith~ ·"Readj,ng iri Caoatla: Newspapers and'' 
Literacy"'· Reading, the Future and tis·, ed. Dick MacDonald:' 
•·. (Toronto: ·webcom Ltd., 1979), p. 18 • . · · .. 
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.. . . ... · 
i4 
... ;n j~~ior~hig~ school the,loss of 
•. 
... .. . . ,. --. 
interest in English is mo~e than twice 
as grea~ as ~or any other s~bject. In . 
·,fl ' 
. ~ ~ . ......-; -. . 
- .. ·. , 
the senior· higl!. school, the s.ubj ect showing· 
·almost as great ·a loss as Eng-lish .is social 
· studie~, ·anoth.er reading subject ·· ... . 
.. -"""-..... 
• . m.athematics, the··subject requiring the l .ea'st 
.:. -~ :·. _ · .• reading, and the .. - subject ·least. _affected . by:. 
.::.- ,_ ··;.,. · ' rad4.o and te'levisionr has nraintt!-ined i ·nter7· 
·-








.... ...... .... 
. • · • · ~- - :-. ~s·t beat;.r ·It is evi_qent tpat' not only is . 
·. _; _ ~ . Engli~h: ti:e least . li.k:ed school _- subjec.~,. i t 13 . has· deter1orated.1n interest most rap1dly. 
.. . .. . . . ... 
·-- - · , 
,. . ·• ~ ... 
--. . :--- - -
• ,!'. 
· -... , .. ~- ; ~ ~ ... . -· · Studies in tti).s province substanti-ate sue~ -finai~•gs} 
--~ . . . . . . .. .. ... . . , ... .... . .. 
. · . .. . . . .. ~ . . ... . ... 
:. · ·.: , · ·- · .> ··Brett in investicJat·ing the interests of NewfCJundland' s· "high · 
· .... _. :;; . ---:.. -- :, :~ _.--: . :-~ · .... · -.... . ' . . _... . .... ; ·..,..,. ' . _ .. ., ... ' ..... . ...· .. · 
:-- -•• !~ . ~:_: ..... ., ·. St?hool st!Jaents .f.ound . the amount of"' ~im~~ s~nt' 'in :.r~t~li:ng: ·· \. 
... _ . .... ., -~;~-· ,· , - . . ' 1 
meager and ' the _quality.·of most literatur.~/-read ·t:o lie pcio'i-.-
. -~ · ·- ~....... ...... . - ~ 
. ..She fo~~d '"th~t ·_while students ~ead-' . m~re. th~~~-educil-~r-~_. - be-:·- .' 
, 11 . .. · r · ~ •· 
· i:ieved, the major d~:l!-~rrent!i . :t~ ' reading were "lac~ of inte~- · 
' t . ; ~ : : . "r'- .. ~ .-. ·.' . . : . 
• • ..... . . 0 
":-:"- . 
• r • 
·- t:•-
-. - ~:.tt... · e.s .. ti'flg boo1¢~""t~ ... ~ <in4 "too little .time .ta· read"- provided· by the 
. ...... . ;-~. ; .... -· ... : .... · 14·-':. ,', .... · . ~.- . ·, . ' . .( ·_ . ' .. . . ·.·· _: 
.·~:·:: ,,; ;t .; ·. • ;~ . ... s.dfoq~~-:. · 'CrQc}~er .confirmed these coric_lu_sio~s a~d reportea 
"':.::~<··;·:~ ~; ~:-~~ -~- ~-- ':: -~ tha~ - ·.;~ -~ubs~opor;ion· of students are ,i.ni tial non-
.:·· ~:a de.>:$ of. bi>ok s" ?~ wit~ mos.t of ~h<;:ir. read~ .. Co~fine.d . to ._ ... _ ..  .. ~ ...... 
. ~ .. -.. 
· ~. . ~-'--
.s.chool b:ilated work. : •. :· ,... 
.. :-. 
• • , :'L ' '!'. 
/ . ' 
- .. ..... - ~ . .. 
- - - #" , , .... 
. . '- .. 13,... . 'f. No~~. 11 '"'"' ~.· ....-:: - . •.. ... .._ -··. . -~- : The · R.e·ad!ng Interests· .-of Yo.ung 
-
~ .•;, · . ._e_o~ge- urve . , 
·' . .';.--;People, pp. 1721-il73. ~ ' ·· . 
'{!}) - -~-· 14 .,.. '': . ' . .-:-:-. ... :· . _ ·4-~ • • 
• , BettY: M. Brett, "A Su~y,ey of the · Le1sure Read~ng 
.. · t>f Grade Nimt :st;uile_nts · in Centrar High Se:hools' /bf Newfoundland" 
{Unpublished Master-'s thesis,. University ·of A,J.berta, 1964), 
- P· 55. . --~ , . . . I . • 
.•. 
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15
oswald I K .H Crocker, ·~r;rhe ~eisure R~a~~ng of H·igh 
~~dol Students 1 in Newfoundland, .-i.ibrary Fa,cilities in the 
Sehools and Home Background as Related to Re'ading" (Unpublished 
doctoral disse~tatioh, University of Indiaha, ~96~), p. 136. 
~. ' 
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. Students' Interests in Reading 
,, 
.: 
It has long been ~ccepted as fact that•learning will 
ta~e place much more easily and 'successfully if the learner 
~-"<) 
has a ~1<e in what he· is learning. Educators and psycholo-
... . -.. ' 
... ... 
-.. 
,gists have acknowledged the relationship between interest and 
- rl 
' \ · 
.. 
le.:ii!ning and have emphasized the function of interest in 
t. 
directing and focusing the learner's attentio~. As a result 
they stress the need for teachers to be aware ' of students' 
\ 
interests and to use these interests td motivate students to 
lea~ As long .~go as 1939, Witty and Kopel wrote: \ . . ' 
. ' . 
The use of motive·and interest has one 
·conspicuous value; it'engenders intense 
effort and consequently more efficient 
work. · If it be granted that intensity 
of effort brings about really desirable · 
changes in an individual, eeachers will ·•· 
improve instruction by striving contin- ' 
uo'usly to ascertain · and employ chiloren 's 
interests.1'6 . 
. ! . / ' 
: P ~ 
More recently and more specific to reading I Dechant -.. 
wrote that "achievement in reading is'd~pendent on ~he student's 
mo-tivational readiness. Lack of interest is an ·-important cause 
-of poor reading. • To ·achieve in reading-1 the student must want 
.., 
to learn. 17 He went ~n to sa~ that "motivation flows from 
.. 
interest. Without interest ther& is usualiy no will to do, no 
16Paul Witty and David Kopel, Reading and the 
Edpcative Process, p. 203. 
.. 
17Emerald Dechant, Readi~g Improvement in the 





















...  ~ . 1&-
drive to learn. Without· mot:ivation the student wHl - not 
develop 
. 
. . - '18 ~ 
into a natunal readf:\r" . 
: . 19 




- 21 - ! 22 . 23 . . 24 
Karlin , Brqwn , Larri-ck , Veatch 1 Pilgrim and 
. 25 - :- 26 · .. 
McAllister and Ashle,y _ agree that interest is the _key to 
moti V!ltion. . All a9ree that ih order to guide children • s 
, 
reac3.ing in an' attempt to develop worthwhile interests and 
.. 18 . 
Ibid .. , ·P· 89 . 
. -
.. 
19 . . - . 
--.!........:____ Leland B. Jacob""S, "Goals in Promoting Permanent 
··-
,c Reading Interests" 1 Developing Permanent Interest in Reading, 
ed. Helen Robinson (Chicago: The Un~vel;'si.ty of Chicago 
· Press/ 1~56), p. 23. ' · 
20George G. Spiegler 1 "Give Jiim a Book That H:i ts Him 
Where He -Lives" 1:. Im rovin Readin in Secondar Schools, ed. 
Lawrence Hafner .(Ne York: The Macmillan Co., .967) , p. 443. 
· · - .'_,
21Robert _Karlin 1 Teaciilng Reading in High Sch~ol: 
Improv,ing Reading in Content Ateas, 3rd ed. (Incjianapolis.: 
Bobs-Merrill Educational Pub3..ishing Co., 1'972), p . 251. 
,. . ' I 
I • 
22 - . ' ·. ' . . . .. ~ 
Carl A. Brown, ·"Meeting Reality in the Classroom" 1 
Improving Reading in Secondary Schools, ed. Lawrence Hafner 
(New York: The Macr:nillan Co., 1967), ~· ·41L 0 
23 . - ~ ' · Nancy Larrick, "Making Books Come Aldve- for Children"; 
Readings on Reading' Instruction, 2nd ed., eds. Alber't J. .. . . 
·Harris and Edward R. Sipay (New York: David McKay Co., · Inc., 
1972), - p. 325. 
. ·
24J _eannette Veatch,· Individualizing Your Reading- · 
Program · (New Yqrk: G .. P. Putnam'~ Sons, 1959), p. 20. 
•·' 
25 1 . 
Geneva H. P.ilgrim an9 Mariana K . . McAllister, 
Books, Young People and Reading Gu~dance, p. 8. 
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habits leading to the ultimate goal of 
• 
- I 
appreciation, . ~eacJers 
. ' I ' 
must pe aware of the interests tha.t already exist within 
... 
their students. 
Authorities point ·out that. not ·only does interest ' 
function as a motivational . ~actor 1 but also ~hat ;tack of in-
. -
terest d'an .be· detrimental to the l~arning pro~ess. Horst 
·) ~· , ... I . " , . . .' 
wrote t:fiat "when ~interest is lack.~ng! r~~ding itself can be-
come a distasteful chore or a perfi.mctory. job, both a waste :. · _ 
of time and energy". 2 ? After a twei ve year study · Norwell ! 
. concluded that "the' school fails 1, and distaste and rejection ·: . 
. • · (ol'low .• when the unsui. t~ble is forced upqn people". 28 This 
conclusion~ is support~d by -the f indi~gs of Olson ~nd Arnes 29 
,. 
·which suggest that many of the ·materials used in ~eaching . . 
. . 'sk.iils and ap-preciation are "unrealistic'' for our students 
. ' 
and th~ t the teac~ers ' · goals rather than the students' are 
given priority~ ' ...... 
.. 
Harris ma!intai~ed that: . "·- . . 
There .aJ frequently marked dif£orence~ 
between what children want to read and 
what teachers and l.ibrarians reconunend: 
many of the books which have been selected 
27 
. J.M. Horst, ''Will. They Read? .. (An Experiment)", 
English Journal, Vol. 42 ( 1.953) , ·p. 2 
-·. ' '\1 2 8 George ·N orve 11 1 -=T:.:h.:.r-~R.;.;:e::..a=d.=.in::.;..£.--:::ll.::n.:..t::.;e:.:r:..;e::..s:::...:t;.;:s;..;~ ...;;;o...;;;f;..._Y.:;.o.:;..u::.;n~ 
People , p. 17'1. ' ' 
29Arthur V: Olson · an Wilbur S. Ames, 
Reading Skills in Secondary choois (Scanton: 
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by ~dult .committees as the best children,'s 
book of the year have been ignored by \1 
children .• 30 
As Dechant pointed out,· .'~interests arise through 
--the interaction of our bas i.e needs and the means we use 
t:,<> satisfy)t~~m·; .Jl Since our needs change over time , it 
I . f~_l.la,ws that Jhe inter~st of students at any given time 
are not perm~nent and, indeed, some may not even be worth-
., t 
w~le:· :eache~s must not, however, · denounce the students 1 
interes~s, thereby negating and destroying them, but rather 
- . 
must build upon them and e,xtend .t~eir reading horizons., 
. · h 
. Early observed tha~ "~eachers should remember that a rea_der ... :. 
of trash ·has the chance of imp,roving his tastes; a non-
. ~­
reading pupil; has no taste 
...... 
to i~prove'; • 3_~ . , 
.. 
It is the· responsibility of teachers to provide the 
... . t -
.,_ 




in an attempt to br~den and. refine his interests. 
.·. 
.. ;, conte'nded that in providing books that reflect the students• 
.----~ -~· · . . : 
~ i . 
int~rests we are providin,g the opportunity for .ext~nsive 
reading and "the child who reads extensively will make hi.s 1. 
. l . 
-" 
own co~parisons .:'and will, in the .long run, prefer sound 
... . ---- -- . 
5th ed. 
30Albert J. Harris, How. -to Increase Reading Abil i. ty', 
(New York: David McKay Coq Inc., 19701, p. 453. 
~ . 
31Emerald Dechant, Reading Improveme.n..t .. in the 
Secondary School, p. 87. 
-~ 
3 21Mar'garet J. Early, "Stages of Growth iri Literary 
Appr_eciation", Teachi.ng English .!:n Today's Hi.gh Schools, 
2nd ·~d., · eds. Dwight L. Burton and John s. Simmons (New York: 
Ho1t, Rinehart and Wi.nston Inc., 1970), p . 35. · 
, . ~ 
- ~ 
. ::~ 
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19 . 
I · 
writing and get' to dislike trash. ·· E.ven if he does not, an·; .. 
omnivorous reading diet is far superior '·to· none at a11". 33 
With a:l~ the research into individual dif·'ferences 
and the wide acceptance of the idea that no two· individua~s 
'· 
are alike, it can be affirmed that generalizations about 
.. 
.. 
the reading interests of }.Jroups do not apply to each indiv-
. ' 
idual, The best way· a teacher . can provide. for -indivi.dual 
' . ' 
·interests within a group is to a_cquaint herself ~i'th her 
. ' 
students and their indi v idua 1 interests. Iri · addit·ion to 
.~ .. -- ~ -- -· 
indi.vidual differences, there are .many reasons behind adol-
i ' 
. ·: . 
escents' cboice of books. · These i~clude varying ·abllities, . , . 
dlff ering CJJltural, ed~cati,on~l .and p~rsonal .·e.~V.ironments , .. 
and the nature. of a~oles·cehc~ itself . . Pilgrim and McAllister ·-:~ 
. I . • . 
in their review of reiated research, ho.wevett>, showe,d that 
"in spite of these variations and seeming disparities, 
ca~eful examination o.f reading ~hoices shows that· predict.i. 
~ I 
i 
able patt~~ns bf ~ interests do exist and can be relied upon 
. . .... . .... 
• f , 
in guiding the reading d 'evelopment of yourig people". 3 ~ . 
·! 
' . 
These interests, common to so ·man:y radolescents, 
. . . 
. ... . have been _§tu~i--ed since ~arly in this century, espec:Lally 
since chil.d psychol.6gy has been recognized as important ·· 
tb education. No;rvell in his extensive study of children's 
:.;; 
' 
33Albert J w Harris, Haw to :Increase Readj_-ng Ability, 
5th . ed.·~ p. 479. · .' . . I 
34Geneva H. Pilgrim and. Mariana K. McAllirter, 
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I ... ' 
reading 1int_erests . carne to two ma~or _ conclusiqns ,irecfa.rding . 
I -.~ .. 
the influence of · sex on reading interests.~ 
.... 







Sex i 's a dominant ·' factor in .deterrnining-
interes~s. It is ~he most ·'dominant. · 
,single influence in det~rmining a cfiild's 
ibterest . ih ' feadinglrnateriai ~nd re~che~ 
a ~tgh mark during junio~ hiqh years •and 
retains: its 12owe~ throughout; hi_gh· ·school . 
and beyond. 3 5 . · . . . 
• ~ ,. 0 ' .. 
. . 
6orne factors' ·of reading interests produce · ... 
favourable re;.?ctions ±\l both .boys.:and girls; 
soBe p~oduce favourable rea9tions in boys 
· · .. only; some: produce favourable reactions in 
girls only; some produce unfavourable .. , . 




Adventure., humorous poems, .st'ories .~nd ~s\.ays (if 






' ' J •• ' . . ... ' · _ . . ...... . • ~ • 
the hu'm1r is not too~subtle). , · poems and storiE7:s?of p~t~iotlsm; · 
stor~es o'f mystery, · of games a_nd of animals are en]oyeQ by 
both g;rls arld b~ys. ~ Stories of strenuous adventure,. war, w 
... 
wild animals and ;;cience, are ?of more i rterest eo boys, 
• . I 
--.. ,. ,. 
while stories of romantic love, senti rnent ··in general and. ·of 
horne and~ family life are ot more interest· to gir).s •. subtle-
. . . ~ 
' . , . ' 
humour, descriptive prose a·nd ver~e, ~ fetters, and reflective, 
~ , M 
did~cti.c; philosOphical poems and poems about natu+,e a·re .... 





"• ·, - . I 
35George Norvell,' "Some ResultS' of a TW'elve Year Study 
<::>£ Children's Reading In~erests" 'l English Joy.rnal, _v~l. 35. 
(1964), p. ; 533. . ' . . i 
,. 36~., p. SJ.~. I 
37ibld . f., 
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... 
. ~A~ . ~to lfterary . types 1 
'· : 
' 21 --:. 
,. ' 
Ncorve1·1 ranked eight of the 
-~ 
' .. .. ..... - . \. 
major types used in the sc~ools according to -.favourable· rea~-
.. . ·. 










·. ... . 
- , 
novel, fol :L~~eci'· by the 
'· · . . : 
. . -1 
... . ... the essay,· poetrr , the 
play, the .short story 1 biqgraphy, 
letter and, _final~the speech • . Al..., 
. : 





















-~~ ·, . 
by both sexes , the first seven- re-
• I ., \ I 
--though generally' :Liked 
... . 
, 
Ceived more favqurabl-e r~actlons from girls 1 Whi·le the 
) - . . . . . 38 
. speech ret:e ived m0re favourable ... reactions from boys . 
, , - ·~ 
,, ) . . 
These t;ndings ·_,were lat~r reaffir~ed by· No:J;"vell · in 
f • -
• . . 39 ~ . 
an even more exhaustive study. In comparing his findings 
' . ( 
.' · I w~th· t~_o'se of similcrr researcl'\ ·-h·e found·· tHem to be in 9lose 
. . .., 
. -~greement w.ith . ,s~u4i~s _caEried out by Jordan in 192l,_ T~~an. 
·•. • • • ·, • . .~ t . ... ' • . ..... . . • . • • , • 
and Lima in-·1925, Atkinson in 1932, Mackint·osh ·in 1_932 1 
. ~ ' ' . . . ·- ~ . . . - : . . . . . . ~ . 4 0 
-: T,ho~ndik'e in .~9~1·, · ~i~ty ~ -~9~9-~ ·· ao~~r :·a~,ci_ Mc~ea? J.n·r··94 6. 
Norvel~ c~ncluded that: , . 
,.. . 
! . 
' . : . . 
The·· study ·indicat1es that educators SOJ!Ietirnes · <.: ,' 
ac·t as though they wer;:e not dealing with · 
humart beings - with boys and girls - .. but ~ - ~· 
~ wl th mys-tical, sexless ~r.obots whos.e tastes, 
inclinati<ms, and interests can _be a~sumed 
to be or ll1USt be made to be fd€m.tical wi.._l::h 
triose of the teachers. 41 _ · . ; -. 
' .... . ~ · 
. ., . . 
.: ' .. 38 
- Ibid., p· . 534. 




39George . Norv~ll, The Reading Interests of Young ·. 
Peopl*e. .., 
. 40 . ' . . . ..•. . ·.• 
. - !bid .. , 'P· . 79. 
1 •. ~ : . ' 41George· Norvell, "Some Resu1ts of A Twelve-Year 
' 
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• I .. 
In ·'·h~s recommendations he ·suggested that .this rnust chi:mge 
I . 
I 
and tha_t whi~e teachers 1 juQ.gments . are imp~rtant to the. ' . 
J . · ~ 
selection . of materials for study, the student must be placed· · 
.. 
first. While m·any sele·ction~ will be chosen for common study, 
. 
many more bhat appeal to · the students as individuals must be 
. ' " . provided si.nce. " •.. to increase reading \skills, promote the 
reading habi.~~· and produce a generaticm. of book-lovers, .. the~e 
42' . 
is no other factor as po~erful as interest~. 
. . . ., 
-. · 
.. . The Importance of :Guidance in the 
· Development of Reading Interests· 
. . . 
. '";. 






J While it ·'is vitall:f important to help' 
children to find reading matter that ·is 
closely related to their present inter• 
~sts, teachers should also try to . broaden •·· 
chi.l-dren' s ~eading hori--zons. Children 1 s ::.:.~ 
interests are not fixed; they change as 
children get older, and. are · susc~ptibl~ to 
many environmental influences, not 'the 
least of which is the influence of the 
teacher. 43 
· \ · .. 
~ -. 
,-·. 
.• . 1\., review of the literature ·showS' · tha~ this is, 
· . 
. . : - . . . . ~-. indeed, the attitude of many o.f the .writers arid researchers· 
y 
. in the field of .reading . . Authorities re·cognize . .tJleJ. values. 
inherent in wide- ~ead~ng but realize that wide reading is 
. :- . ,. 
unlikely unless the teacher is willing and able to offer 
. .· ' 
,.. 




4 3Albert J. Harris, How To Increase Reading Ability, . , 
l ' '! 
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~ ' .. ·..:the appropriate _guidance in selection. 
I 
Loban, Ryan and__,. 
.. 
, .. 
" ' . 
;. '. 
' ·,. ·. 
•·. 
Squi.re "!_rote that \fh~le 11W.ide reading contributes to · the 
developme1'lt of both skills and ap:preciatiqn ••• the valtfe·~ 
of_, ~ide rbading are not ac.hi~~ved U!lless caref'u·l guidance 4 
l r 
. . . • ~ ,.4 4 . . . 
~ is provJ~~ed", Mciny experts bel,!-_eve that as ~ong as 
'Student.s r~ad ~ide.ly t -here' is always hope -that their tast:es 
'\ • • A. • • } ~ ·~and ap~reciation-will \lmprove~ ·-but -~hey are convinced that.·· 
· - 4 ..... 
.· 
'· . 
. ,· . 
.. , .. 
.. 
"sb,idemts do not ius'!:. 
~ \ 
happen up~ .,Pocks on topics of int·erest , . . 
. .•· . 45 "'.\. 
to. the~; they m~st'' be 
" .. ... ""r-
helpec;l .to find t_tlern" . 
~ 'lr ' , • ~ ~ ~ . · 
. 
. I 
,. ··· This idea of f~e teac})er 1 s . influenc~ in: expanding 
{I ,.. ' . · ., .. .., • ~ 1 ... - ~. .. 
. . -·-------:_______ 
,... 
,. · . 
· · interest.s ana refining taste·s · through guidance is based on 
~ • I- • ' o\, · , 
- •. 
• . . ' • ;r" 
the' prerni.se that ·one. must start with the interests t.h!3 chilo 
. -~ - ( 
·. already has\ ..:.oech~nt 4 ~ C0Jnpar~d guidii;g Children IS inte~-
; • : ' 1 : 
1 
' • 1( , • ' 
't ests to· climbing a ladder, thEf rungs of which are made up 
.... . . .. 
. ... 
. ; 
of suitable reading rn~terials. Harris, in1· close agree~ent ·· ' -:· 
" ' ""' ''I ' . ..., . " . ' 
with Dechant·; wrote that 'the ladder inv.olves . "providing ·• 
\ ~ .,. 
· s~ita.ble readin~ ma{te::- which will lhtens,ify the ~hi19- 's 
' . . . . 
--
- I • 
~ A. ' ~ • ~ ' • ~·· 
interest in reading and by which:-c.h~. can g~adually pri>gress >-~ 
' • . ~ 47 ~ .: 
to reading material, of sup~rior quaHty". " Wal~er :·suppq,i;ted, 
~ 
, 1..; ~ 
this idea- ·of readiness and concluded, that: 
..... 
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. , . 
f Walter Ldcan, Margaret Ryhn and 'J,ames ,R. Squ.h;e., ~ 
·, , Teaching Language and Literatur e·,1 2nd ·ed. (Ne.w York ~· · -. 1'> • • 
~arcourt, Brace and World Inc;., 19~~), p. 4~6 •. \-
1 
. 4 5 ~ '·'. :, ~. "' • I ... . ·. I 
COJI.Stanc.e McCullough 1 ··"Abc?ut Pr"ctic~s . in ~!!aching ·:· 
' Reading?", English Journ$ll, Vol._ 4 ,6 (195/), p. 482. . . · ~ 
. .., ... . .... .. . ' . '\ -
46 . . ~ .... ' • 
, · · · Emera l d aech,ant, I('eadJ.ng Impr ovement in the -
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••• we sho~J,a encourage, o~r _students to .. , 1 · 
continue reading the . same- 'kinds of 'things 
·as lo'ng as the .~eligl)t cont:inues ~ . -onJ,.y .. , 
when the students- fail to .take del:Lgh't in · · , 
· what · the:sz have req_d shou!d w~ ~e. th~, t ·o . · 
try a n·ew subject,· a new author, · a new mode. 
We ,needn 1 t .... be afraid :that they will continue 
to take delight from the same things all their. 
-lJves • . They are . l 'ike us ·, . after all. · Added 
a:qe, ·experience and,knowledge will take care· 





. 2:i '· 
·-~ ~, 
Whrile 9 familiarity with ,their' reaS}ing in~eres~s 
•• i 




i~ a necessity for teachers intere_sted ~n encouragi~g_ stuqen.t~ .. 
. . 
of itself sut'ficient. · 'rf, .as. 'Pilgrim and 
• - • ••• · ' . ,f • ' ' •• • • ... ' . •' 
t ·o reat-$.~ it is not 
•' . 
McAlli7ter wrote, '!the es.sente · of. reading: guidaric~ " {s gui ding 
,. .; ;•, I ~ • ' -.'. '- • · , , I 4' ~' • " ' 
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! II • M ~ ~ , , , ... , , 1 
..... 
. esse~~ial ~~?-_t . :e,a~~~r~ ;~aye_:_ a ·,-sqund k~o~~e-~g~ of .ad~l~scent · ... · . ·: t 
literature. T.here is agreement amon<j such wr1ters. as !olson· •. . 
.... 
.. : ' 
·' 
I' 
'• \. . 
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' 50 · . ~ · . .. · , 5-l · · I ....._ · .52 · , 5.3 
a11-d Dil~ner ·; 'Pilgrim and· McAlli'~ter , ,Klnder " and Huus . 
, .. 
'. 
'\ ', . · 
. ' I 
. · . 
4·~Jerry L. ' Walker·, "Fostering Literacy Appr;~iation in :.. 
Junior 'Higl} SGhool 1', Teachln' . En lish . in Toda 1 s ··Hi h Schools, 
. · 2'nd· ed. , .. ·eds. Dwight ·L. Burton an John s. Simmons New York: 
. · · Holt, Rinepart, and ·winston;.IrlC., 1970_h p. 60. 1· 
• .' ' ... \ ' I \ \ .1' • - _,. ... • • • • : .lo.. · ., 
I • 49 .' • • •- I' . , . 
. · Geneva H. Pilgrim. ~nd "M~riana K. McAllist~r 1 Books, 
: Youn!I :People 1 and Readi'ng Guidance, p. 18 6. · · 
-~ . 50joa~ne P . . Olson an~ ·~ar,th~ H. Dil~ner, Learning to 
.. ·Teach Reading in the Elementa1:y . School (New York: Macmillan 
., .. 




, Publishing Co.-, rn·c. 1 19?_6) 1 p. 4 01. -; 
51Geneva H .. Pilg~'im and. Mari~na K . McAllister 1 Books, 
Young People. and Reading Guidance 1 ·p. 188. 
' " '· si . - . · · · ·· , · . 
·• Robert.·Farrar Kinder,. · "Encouraging Personal 'Reading 
~ in _Junior Hig,h School", Vi stas in Reading, ~d. J. ·Allen 
Fiqurel (~ewark; DelFwar~ : Interna~ional .Reading Association, 
Inc., 1967), · p .. 418. , .._, . . ~ •· 
..... . . ~-· 53 . . 'l'...:t-
. Helen Huus, "Readj..ng In~~rests", Readings On Reading 
. Instruction.~, 2nd ed. , eds. Alcert · J. ijarli' is and ,Edward R. 
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~ I 
that teachers ~annot and sho~J.'d ~ot .. r.;~~~e~d· to .~t~d+~· 
books ·that : they themseLves hqve not read. Kinder sununeci 
.s· l-
·' 
. ' < ....... ~·. 
·~ 
. ,. 
\~ . ' 
,: · ~~'  
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41! 1··. , 
. :· 
. . 
when h~ wrote·, -~The te.acher ·who ha_s· rea,.d an9 
' . .' . . .... 
re~q books w;itten·expressl;y for :'y_9ung ad~lts . 
• • ... . • . - - - ,. .. 0 - • 
I ~ ' "' 
st~Ads· a ·much ,better 'ch_ance ·of ·bei~<J.. able to motivat·e his"' ,-"'-
• • 54 • 
, students' personal · rer,t.di.ng". 
I "..;.. 
, . 
' :. • 
'· 
i • One prevailing conclusion running th,roughout -the 
·i I ' ,. ! 
l~t~rattire is that children's choices are · ~trongly affecte9 
. •, 
. ' 
by . both the availabllit¥. and accessi.bi1~ty .of books_. , I<ln~e~ , _ 
. who referred ' to the' j~mi.or high years as "the · golden age .of 
... 




' I ,.jla -




.. s ·tudents shpuld have immediately, aval)able ... 
· · · to tl:lem a large selection of int'er~esting·1 · · · 
worthwhile 1 attractive and r _eadable books. 
These should be books on varying 'le,vels ·of 
· . , diff-~qul1:y 1 so that alL· can find. something 
· to read. There should b"'e books on a wide 
range of intereS-ts so that a11 will want' to 
·. read.· 55 
... 
\ 






Others ·su~h'·, as Laws~n , Harr.is , Olson and ·nillner and . .. 
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·. · Robert Farrar · Kinder, "Encouraging 
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Personal Reading 
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Hoyle D. Lawson 1 "Effects of Free 'Reading on the 
Rea<il.ing A~hievement. of Sixth Grade Pupils'', Forging Ahead 
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... ' ' ~ " 
.- P_j.igrinr and 'McAl~ister5~ strt<mg1y . a~;ee , · .. a~~-d . S\l~g~~~ 
· ~ . 
"' ' -: the amount read, as we11:: as th~ qUali'ty of the material," . 
. . ' 
is more str.<;>ngly "influenced . by . the P,ro~imity and avai~ability 
' ~ \ . } ~~ '~\ . 
of 'books-.. t~an ny any other one· factor_ Such authorities . _, .. 
•' 
.. . 
. . ~ .. :.. . .. . -
- . advoc~te not only regUlar access to a school )ibrary b';lt also 
. . ' . . . . ' ,. ... . ' 
the -establishment ef cl~ss:z:oom libraries. Books arr.ang~d .in . 
classrooms are ·more· visible ahd more often readily accessible • 
'·· 
.. · 
fn the classroom th~re will be fewer books thin -in the 1i~rary: 
. . I 
and those that are available are mo~~ ' likely. to relate· to 
·.- "} . . . . .. , / 
'what. is- b_eing taught_. Jlie books change :r~q~~~ ~nd ~th:~ 
teacher ,'i.s alway~ aval!lable to offer assistance and encourag~.,.. 
: ... ,.,. - //, 
_/ ~ 
. , .. 
-ment . 
•· 
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frequeptly is the key to greater interest" Qthers such 
as Har~is6'1 ~ ·. Kinder 62 , ~nd J~hns 63' ~~ached the' same conclusion 
~... ~\ 
... sgGeneva H. Pil:gtim ·and Mariana . K. M~Allister, Books, 
Young People and Readinc; . Guidand.e, P'• ~191;. · 




60 ' ... . . . . 
. ~abe~~ .Karlin,_ Teaching Reading in High School: 
Improvinc; ~eadi~g 1.n C"ontent· Areas, .P. 226. 
61Albert. J . H~rrls, How- ttl'I,ncrease Reading Ability, 
5th ed • , p. 4 ~ 5 , , · r 
62~;bert Farrar . I<in~er, "EnC'oura"glng Personal . Reading_._..,.: . 1 
in ·Junior High School", p. 418. ' 
. ,, - . ~ ! . 63. . . . . 
Jerry L, Johns, "Motivating the Reluctant:. Readers", 
Journal of Research and Development in Education, Vol. II 
(1978) , p. 71. 
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a·f\d ·advise. teachers to share with their students. on a regular 
.... 
'• . ... ... 
basi·s interesting stori.~s through oral reading. 
. ..  -·~ 
I . The oral reading by . ~tuden~s of things they want to 
share is also berie!fl~i.al 'in cre.ating .. ·inte'rest', part'icularly 
. 
among pocfr .readers . . Pilgrim and McAllister maintained that 
• I . I """ . . -
·"an experience shared .through someone's reading .aloud for 
mutual enjoyment is one of the easiest 'yet most effective 
'"' .-.:. 
.· .. 
. ways of unifying a c~ass and building an. esprit d~ co~ps· 
., ... ' _.,_ •' .. . • 




. . . . 
Reading a~oud may ..helJ?_students . 64 · arnoJ?.g the students". .. :~·~ . . ..  -- . ... . .. .. 
.. ........... 
discover books 'that th.ey wquld otherwise -not co~sider_. · 
, I • ' • ... • I ~ • • • .·,~ ..... ). 
Many activities. as al:t~rnati.ves to ·the tradi ti~nai _-
.'- • ~ • .. • • : # : _ 
. approach to . re!lding are sugges~ed in the literature. 
. ,· . . I . • 








. ., . • • .. . • 0 
~rO.l. _readings by both tO~che_rs abd s'i:~d~nts, · t)).e ~iteratu<a-}~< _· ._: ___ , c;,~ 
suggests informal. dis~uslans of books by· studento ,vol.untee~!· .. , 
attract'·ive book dis~, dramatizations, poster's, book 
.">. 
·clubs and suggested book Hsts composed by both teacher· and 
. . r " 
pupils, instruction in library use and the allottment of 
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f. Summary-· ~- .. .... . : 
- .. · ~ 
_, ..:•_. -- ~ .. 
. The literature reivefl,ls that the, ~aj or writers and 
... -: .... _ '{· .. . I ! 




t ....... : 
.... . ... . . .. ... ~ 
··:~, <-a most inflperiti;l facto!' ih ·the d.eve:lopmen't. of both :~;.eading 
~ . ;. • • - • .. • J , • 
·r. 
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. • . ..skills~ and11 ap~reciation .. o'f • li"'t.eratur~. One I S• interests will 
.~ :':: :~·:; ?~~ge1; detO,~~~.; fi.Oth {he' q;,~:~~ ty a,;d the qua1ity ;A;h/ 
.... ~he-r~adsJ since;_interest is the· key to motivation in all 
. ~ ~ : • t - ) • -... ~ • ' 
~ -· l'earn,i.n'g .. It .. is-the responsi.b~)ity of educators, therefore, 
· • ...!. · 
-~, .. 
·"'· 
to· id_e11tify·,- fost~r ~nd expand .existing int_f:!rests, so that 
studeqts will become developing readers ~ho want· to read · 
. -!- --! ·• ' 
. a'nd : wilf do so 'long after their formal educ~ti'on:' ends. The . 
,, 
-most su~gessful ~.t.}_S of achieving this goal se~ms to be by 
..... , . 
prov:i.a{~g as many v"~ried anli delightful :r;~ading experiences 
· ~ 
as·eossible . .. 
' ...... ~ 
-. 
' ·'""· .
• . . C· 
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. CHAPTER I.II 
THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
.I Introduction 
.. 
, The purpose of this chapter .. is to describe t.he 
procedures fqllowed in gathering information about the 
. rea~ing ·interests and habits of ~~ades seven anq eight 
students in the. province of Newfofndland. 'l'his information 
was collect~d from students of grades seven and eigQt • . . 
. ~ . , ..... _ 
· · The chapter is o_rg·anized as follows: - ~ 1) choice of grades, 
. .. ~ 
2) the survey instrument, J) pilot study, ~) reliability, 
s·) sampling proc~dure and collection of data. 




surveyed was randomly sel~cted from . 
~ . ' 
four Newfoun~land School Boards. Of the fou.r par~icipating 
School Boards pne has schools only in an urban setting, two 
have schobis only in rural communities which include some 
' of the more isolated ones in the province. The remaining 
Board has schoql~ in both rural and urban areas. This 
particular arrangement was foliowed because it w~ believed 
that the •Schools in the study were representative of the 
. Newfoundland school population. The particular schools ,· 



















grades ·seven and/or eight. This meant that_the choice of 
schools included central high schools, el~entary and all-
grade schools. 
Grades seven .and eight s.tudents were selected for 
two reasons: ·. 
. I 
1. Resea~ch1 indicate's that -the peak of , 
reading activity occurs ' at the junior~ . 
hi~h school level. 
2, Since 1972, the Department of ~ducation 
has been developing a list of . supplementary 
novels to en9ourage independent reading·in 
grades s~ven and eight. 
The Survey· Instrument 
The questionnaire method was used ;to collect 1!he · 
. . 
necessary information from the s~udents. Since this study 
2 is closely related to the Brett study the. general format 
. . 
of· her instrument was followed .. Necessary adaptations were 
made on the part of this researcher. 
' 
A.l though Brett 1 s study was designed for grade n:i!ne 
students, the studept questionnaire ~as considered relevant 
to students in grades seven and eight. Because of the 
I 
-·· 
1 Emerald Dechant, 
School (Englewood Cliffs , 
1973), p. 82. 
Reading Improvement in t he Secondary 
New Jersey: 'Prel)tice Hall Inc. , 
• 
2 . . 
Betty M. Brett, "A Survey of the. Leisure Reaq,ing o f 
Grade Nine Studen~s in Central High Schools of Newfoundland", 
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· eight"e_~.n year lapse since that study, however, it was de-
-~ . •. 
cided that a section should be included on the influence of 
television on reading. As well, a section was added re-
garding' the StUde,ntS I att,itud~ tOWard the bOOkS On the 
· supplementary reading list ~nstitufed by the Dep~rtmen~ of 
,/ 
.. • t- :. 
Education in 1972. For most questions students were asked 
to 
·. to choose an answer from a nurn~r of responses that were 
~ 
0 
. ·• > 
provided. In cases where terminology was .anticipated ·to 
be a prob.lem, definitions were given. 




a. Students' attitudes toward leisure reading 
b. Students' reasons for leisure reading 
. .. 
c. Provision c;>f time for reading 
d. Students' preferences in fiction 
e .... Students' preferences in · non_;fic.tion 
' f. Students' preferences in lite.r:ary types 
Students' \ for selecting books g. 
& ' 
reasons 
'\ .. 8n leisure ' · h. .Influence of '·T. v .. reading 
' .J • $tudents' reasons for ·not r_eading tJ 
' I ' : , j. ·. Availability of books in classroom ·and library 
' ·'· • . . ! ~ ~- Stqde~~s' .attitudes toward supplementary 
. . 
re·ading list • 
.,.. 
Information 'was also sought regarding the amount of 
time stud~rits spend _reading .and the titles o~ ·their . fa~ourite 
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~n appraising students• leisureJeading and interest~. The 
' · 
._'a 'f ~ 
informatim1,. collected is reporte~ and' di'scussed in detail 
·in Chapter IV. 
' 
• 
Pilot Study · · 
. . . 
' 
I . -
A pilot · study.was carried out with classes of grades 
. . 
·seven and eight in a . School Board· similar to the urban/ 
• ">' 
.... 
..,.. rural Board surveyed for the study •( The · purposes of ,.this 
f. 
pilot study were: 
. , 
1. 
. . . I 
To discover any difficulties the students might . 
have in interpreting. the questions and instructions and to 
~ake the ~ppropriate~adjustme~ts. 
2. Tq determine the reliability of the student 
ques~ionnaire through a test-retest · ~e~hod: 
As a result of the pilot study, no major changes 
were deemed necessary in the questionn'aire. 
·' 
--T~e~reliability of the studen~ que~tionnaire was · 
de~.ermined · by the test:-retest me-thod. ·For this purpose the 
students were asked to give their names so that answers on, 
the ·first and second test could be compared. Three weeks 
after the initial testing, the . same students were again 
given the~same questionnaire. During the initial a~fnistra­
tion students were not told· that they would be requested to 
do the questionnaire a?ain. As a result of the test-retest 
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- . . .. 
since students were consistent• with their answers ninety'-
. t 
two percent of the time. .. ' ~ 
. ~ ~ . 
... l , .. 
. ' 
;Sampling . Procedure and Collection of Data 
-· 
" 
i For the collect.ion of data it was decided to~select 
Boards of.'t:he . province 
< • 
frort} the thirty-six' School .four that 
were judged representative of the ,Newfoundland student popu-
lation. Two of the Boardsr identified in this ~tudy as A . 
and B, cover only rural areas and . include some of the more 
' isolated conununi.ties in the prov'ince'. School Board c in-
. 
. f ' ., 
. corporat·es both rural and urban ~onununities. , The fourth . 
,.. . . . 
,., 
I 
Board, identified as D, has most of: it.s population 'in .an urban 
area. 
'For tile purposes of- th.is study, fou~teen elasses 
(seven gr.ade seven classes and S~Vel). grade eight classes) 
... 
were considered sufficient. The total number of students who ' , 
participated in the study was three hundred and twenty-three. 
To compensate for the disparity in ~he size of the popula-
tfons of the School Boards, . it: was: decided to use two classes 
(one each of grades seven and eight) from each of the two 
smaller Boards, A anq B: four classes (two each of grades 
seven and e"ight) fi"om Board .c:· and six class~s · (three each 
" 
· .•. of grades seven and eigh~) from. Board D. · 
The Language Arts t ·o-ordihator for each School 
Board was contacted by ~ mail and requ~sted to randomly -select 
I 0 the indicated number of •classes, and distribute the 
. . 
. .. -....... - .. 
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questi~nnaite accordingly. T~e · co-ordin~tor~was also ~sked 
' t -·· - ... .._ io qollect the questionnaires and'~et~rn them to the re- ·· 
I • _ .. 
. . ·, 
,. . searcher. .In this way, oniy fouJ; people wer~ respons-ible · .. 
• I ' 
for distributing the questionnaires: and collect;in_g• and rta-
, . . . .... -.. . . ~ 
turning the data. ·.· one hun.d~ed percent return w~ ·s achieved. ;"; 
. ' ., ,, . 
.; . 
< The qu ... estionnaires wer.~a adminil!tered in the c~assroo.m and 
. . "• .. 
required one class petiod 1or ·completion. -' ' . 
' • 
I 









• f)• ·~ 
c ' : . , 
In eigh~ of the questions, stu~ents were asked to .·~ 
. k d hi h ...... . . 3 h d f d h ran _or er t . e r:- c oices . _ B~ett , in er stu y, Ol.J.n , ... t at 
I . . • 
of the various methods . ~hat could be used to repo~t the 
I" • • • ( • . .. , 
results of the rpnk~d information, the weighted'response 
f , .. • 
appear~d uo be, the mos~ reliable. 
.... . . )... 
., 
A weighted response is 
.. ; . .... \. 
obtained by assignin~ _a 
< 
than ~he second choice. 
sub)~~t' s first ch'oice a greater value 
- ., . 
. .  
For . the purposes of th i s study, 
. . ~ 
a subject's first cho~ce was assigned a value of 3, his 
: · seQOn~ choic~~a ~alue o~ 2 and his third choice a value of 1. 
... 
Brett4· reported that "the we"iCJhted respon"Se .•. :•appeared to 
reveccl more cleariy tHe. student preferences and th~· marked 
., 
·' 
,. __ ...._ _ 't"" 
.. 
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~ . . 
similArities and differences between the· sexe·s II Since 
this study is so similar to Brett's study, the investig~tor 






All other responses are presented in the ·form of 
either means or frequency of occurrenc~. P~rcentages and 
..· me~n answers are 'presented in table form. 
.. , .,1 
Tabl e 1 
Number of Students· in the· Sample (Arranged by 
Board 
I 
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24 29 I 
. 49 45 
56 · '61 









\ 117 ... 
323 
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CHAPTER iV \ ( .· .... 
.. ~·  ... 
. . . .. 






·· The respo~ses from the three hundred and t-wenty-
three students in the sample are reported and di·sc.ussed 
in this chapter. With . a· ~. few exceptions the information 
. \ . is preserited .in the· order in which it ·was obtained in the , , . 
. · 
ques~ion~aire~t• · Questions thre~ and eighteen ·are 
. . 
· ·considered ttogether, · since they are closely· felated to : ~he· 
" 
same to'pic - . the availability of bo_oks. Questions five 
and six, which solicited information on books student's had 
. ~"" -- \ 
read and · enjoyed, and question fourteen, which dealt with 
books s·tudents recommended for . the school, are also 
consid~red together. 
' :-, . .• 
The re spo.nden t~ were grade ·s~v~n and eight ; · 
•, I ' 
students and Tab.le 2 shows the age distribution. 
.. . 
. . ·:~· 
I' 
-· ·' 
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Age 
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. : ; . I 
Age Dist~_ibution of .rthe Subje.s::ts 
• L "-. '• 
: , . 
.... 
., 
~  ...... ..... 







. 40 ,69 49 6 . 3._. 169 
.. ! 
... 










Discus~ibn of Responses 
.. I 
For-some questions th~ respons~s'were tabulated 
. ~ 








questions the responses"' were tabula ted ac.c;::ording to the ,. 
School Board ~rom which the information was obtained. The 
. ... 
age ~range WqS six years but only four percent of the stud~nts 
) . 
were in ~he eleven or sixtee~ age group, with ninety-t~o · 
. . . . . ' percent of ·the respondents between ages twelve and fourteen. 
. . . ' ~ 
e ( 
Since the number of students iit . the extreme ends of the c;t9e 
range was too small to allow valid g~neralization,_ age·~ was 
·. , . ~ . ( ' . 
not considered a factor .1.n th.i's study. 
' . 
... 
,• ' 'J'!. ' J I 
,. The r~sponses to som~ questi.ons1 
.. 
influenced by the ar~a from -~hicrr th~ responses were obtained'. 
! 
1These questions were 3(a), 3(b), 'i9(a), 20(_a), 21, 
!2 (b) 1 23 • .. ' . 
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.. ·•· ' .; 
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~his may pro~_ably ha:ve;-beel1 rela,ted .to- the size of the .. corn~ 
·''"' ·. ·· ..... _ 
... muni ty·, .. the· facilities that ~ere availabl'e, and school, .-
' . , .. , • ; ' t ,. ' 
. pol.is::~·. rEiga.rdi.ng ·:a leisur~; r~ading 'program.'" Where ~uch 
• '. 6 • ... - • •• ' \ .. .. ' 
influences. appeareel , to pe irnpor1:-ant, re~pOz:!s.es were tabulated 
.. . .,..: 
. .I 
- ~ !" ~. j 
.:; 
., 
.. .. :f 








1 ' J ... 






..... ' .. .. . . 2 . ~ ..... ' 
i Eight of the- que-stions 
.. .. ~ ' J 
ask'ed\ student~ to· give their• 
t I 
,;..· , ' . .... 
choices in ran~. ord~~. . · For . . ~liese .... ques.\:.:i:~s th~· :iesp.ons~s,-
. " , 
... 
,. • . . •• f .. • .. , • 
wer.e given a weighted value,. ~ Tli.is pro'ceaure, ·explaiped· in 
. ... ' I . t. ' 
' ' . 3 · I 1 Chait~f III; wa~ found . by ~~tt i _n her study to be the 
'"· . 
most' reliable of four possib'le methods* . ... • .. .. t'"-
'• 








.. ~ . 
. ' 







2Thes~ eight were l(b), 2, ·7, . 8, ll(b), . ll(c), 
'• • Ill 
Y• • 
.... 
3 •• ' Betty n. Bre.tt, "A Survey of the Leisure Reading 
of Grade Nine Students in Central High Schools of 
Newfoundland", (Unpubl'ish.ed. M.a-ster' s t-h'esis, University of 
Alberta, 1964), p. 45. · ' . c 
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A. . students' · Enjoyment ·of Leisure Reading 
.· 
~. Table 3 J -
t . •I 
,. ' • 
Students' Affirmative Res~onses to t~e Question: 
... 
Do You Enjoy Read~ng in Your~Leisure· Time? .·, 
•., .. "' 
(Responses Arranged in Percentag~s and According 
. . . 
. . i 
to School Board and Sex of Students) 
" 
I 
1 ' J,. I · .:. 
~ "·· . .. 
- ~ ' of 'J,'otals Board Sex _ % Sex % of 
. 1-
I ' ... . Affirmative Affirmp.tive (Average) 
:Responses Responses 
.. , 
:.. ' • \ J 
All three hundred and·· twenty~three students responded ··• 
to th-is· question. and a .t~;ien~y-eight p~rcent· differen_Fe was 
found between affi~mative responses of boys-and girl~, with 
girl~· reporting the higher p~;cent~ge of enjoyment. '··of the 
\ - , \ . .,. . ' ,. 
twenty-one percent who aid not indicate enjoyment, . ~he boys 
~, outnumbered the girl.s more than. five to one. .;Whereas ninety-
three percent of the~irls ans~ered this 'questlon in the 
,. •: 
; ., 
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-af~i~ative, o~n*y sixty-flve p?rcent of the boys t~~orted 
liking r~~d~ng in their .leisure time. r 
It.is erhaps inter~sting to note ~hat the highest 
• ' .tk.r" 
' 'perc~ntage of / boys (aye;:age of seventy percent) reporting 
i 
enjoyment of !reading in their· leisure time was found in 
the·smallest, ~ural areas (A & B). Since boys in this age 
group are generally believed t9 be more interested in 
• · . .. ... I 
:.' other 'tleisure acti...rities such as sport~·; it may oe that' 
. . . 
the availability of fewer, less varied activities in the 
sma~ler mo~e isolated communities;has contributed~~~~ 
gr~ater.interest in reading. 
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Factors Contributing to the E~]oyment .b£ Re.ial..ng 
., 
.... 
. : "· .-.. - ; r· 
.,. - .. 
Table 4 
Students' Responses to the Question: 
. , 'If! You. Enjoy Le-isure Readi~.~ What A{e the Chief ReasoQ.?.,? 
(Choices Arranged by Weighted . Freq~ency According to Sex 
> I 
. . 





Possible RespO.flSEi!S ~ B~ys Girls 
... 
~ . 
~:· . . 
V' It is a quiet pastime. 
. , 
. . _, 
F ~· F 
152 . 209 
- I like to read for inf6rmation. 138 2 102 
. I like to use my imagination. 
"-
132 3 113 
: 
I have a book collection of m~ own. 66 4 88 
Thi!re. is much rea_d~ng in my home. · 
I 
54 5 33 
Teachers l\ave encouraged me to read. 51 6 68 
... -. 













1- have formed the habit of getting 19 8 47 7 
book~ from the library • 
.. 
Table 4 shows that b9ys and girls are in agreement 
'as to the primary contributing factor to reading enjoyment. 
. ·~oth agreed, th~t it is a quiet pastime. Also, both boys 
I . 
· · and gj.rls gave a~ .thei_+ third· choice that read:J,ng allowed 
.. 
, . 
I' . ... . ... 
. 










. _.. .. 
. 
. . . " ... _ \ 
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42 
- · 'r'(o'' 
th~~ .tO .. exercise their · imagi~tlo'n . Whereas boys were in- ~ 
clined to choose readirlg for in-formation (secortd choice) 
• ·. - - ·. .:t 
and girls to choose reading a~ a l:J.obby. (~ec:=ol(f choice), 
·· :.... . .. "" -
' ""-· bbys were much less likely to read· as a hobby (s;i,xth cho'ice) 
than girls to read for .... in'formation (fourth choice) . 
Teachers ~re not perceived by the responde~s as 
.. 
an impbrtant' factor in encouraging them ~o· read. This . is 
. . ..... 
"· 
suppor.tP.d by the info'rmation~ in Table 18 which indicates 
·'~t· 
that the' suggestions of ~~ac~ers are not considered important 
by either sex iri chq~sing books. Although boys .. ranked home 
. ...,.. _. 
. . 
~nfluence considerably higher than did girls, the home ap-
" =~ .... 
pears~J;.o have lfttle · influerice on the.,.~~ading of either sex. 
Surprisingl.i', although a smaller percentage of boys tha,n 
girls reported enjoye~ reading in .the_ii: leisure time., ' the 
.. ~ .. 
b<?YS were more l.i\ely to have thei~ o~- book collection. 
..... .. 
~~ shown in Table 4 very few of the re~pondents of either 
sex inqlcated good librar~ habits. Boys reported ~at the 
habit of getting. books from the library was the least im-
~ . . ' . 
portant reason ' for r eading and ·-9d..rl~ reported that { l: was 
. ~ . : . ~, 
_: . ~ .. . 
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c.· The Reading .Hab'i ts of the Students 
Table 5 
• Students' Responses-to the Question: Apart from 
the Reading That You do for Your School Courses 
and Assignments, What Are You~ Reading Habits? 
.(Choices Arranged by Weighted Frequency ·According 
,. to Sex of. Students With the Boys' Responses Used 
· to Establish Rank Ordering) 
Possible Responses 
, 
When there is nothing else to do. 
When I am required to read. 
Ih my free time at school. 
Often when I should be doing home 
e assignments. 
At every opportunity. 



































Boys and girls agreed in ~heir first three choices. 
Both indicated that they rend when fhere is nothing else 
to do, when they are required to, and in their free time at 
\ 
schoo~, but alternated their second and third choices. 
• 
... 
--··· .. ·--······--------- -





More than twice.as many gi~ls as boys indicated 
-· ' 
that they read at every·opportunity. Also, girls are ·more 
likely than boys to choose readipg ' over . other forms of 
) 
recreation.. This supports the results in Table 4 that girls 
are more likely to read as a hobby. Boys, on the other •. 
" ·~a~d, are more likely to read when they should be doing as-
signments·. · · 
It appears that there is an interest in readi~g on ..: 
the . pa~t of junior high school studen~~' b~t t~at they have 
difficulty finding time to" read. This is supported by the . 
• 
findings reported in Tabl~. 27. Television, hobbies, home- · 
' work and home duties seem to take up much of the spare time 
. 
of stud~nts.· of this ag~ group. 
•  
.. 
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Students' Affirmative Respc:>nses to the _Question: 
Do You Find in Your· C~assroom· Any Books You LikE! 
.. . -·I 
to Read in Your Leisure Time? (Resp'onses .\rrang a 
. --~ 
in Per~en~·s . and According to"'-School Bo 
Sex of Students) 
,. 
. . 
. . ....... -. . . •. ...,..._ _,"'* .. ~ "'"':"" .... ...... . :-<··· .. ,..- ~·• <> · · -
. . . 
.:.c. -.._ 
.. I......._ 
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I Students' .Affirmative Responses to the Question: 
Do You Find, in Your School Library Any Books You 
Like to Read in Your Leisure Time? (Responses 
Arranged in Percentages an~ According to School 
Board and Sex of Students) 
Board Sex % of 
'· 
Affirmative 






A;. Boys · 65~ 
B Says 71% 
• 
c Boys . ~ 80% 


















Questions three and eighte"el) were concerned with the 
. . 
Not· quite half of the . - respondents 
~ 
(See Table 61 in<:!icated that s~itable books were available 
in their classrooms and just over sixty-six percent (See 
Table 7) indica ted that sui tabl~ book~ were available in 
'• 
thei..t' libraries. SlightJy more. girls tha~ boys ~re able to ,_ 
find books in their schools -to meet their interests-
. I 
=- It is interesting to note that only fifty-two per-
Gent of the students · in the largest urban area, Board D, 






reported the availability of suitable books, whereas sixty-
nine percent of the students in the small rural area of 
Board A were satisfied with the books in t~eir schools. 
This m~y suggest that·• a ~ater variety of books is available 
\ 
to the students in Board A or that. ~he books that ·are avail.-





Students' Responses to the Q~estion: Do You Have 
Di.fficul ty Finding Books to ·suit Your Interests? 
~ ~ 
(Responses Ar~anged in Percentages · and According to 
Possible Responses 














7% il% \ -








Approximately fifty-seven percent of the students 
.. 
in the sample reported havfhg Jii,..ff i.culty sometimes in finding 
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,or often having d~fficul ty. . .. Sev~nteen p~rcent ar .. e never or ., 
•· 
rarely able to sa~isfy their interests with tpe books avail-
~-
, , 
able 'to them. Over twice as many boys as girls are always' 
- .. 
or often unable to find bcyoks that i~nteFest . th~m. Thus I 
1 ~... ' ' .. 
~ ~ 
Table 8 supports~ the results reported in Tables 6 a'lid 7,-
~ t .. \ 
indicating that'· the available bo"oks do not always satisfy. 
J ~ 








SJnce students were answerin'g this question from 
memory over a period' of a year, the :answers to ·question 
. . \ 
' . . 
four are considered approximat\ons only. To prevent too 
much error in memory recall, question four was broken down 
into three parts, covering. the estimated numbe~ of books 
read (a) -in the last. month; (b) in the last four months and 
(c) in the last year. Table 9 shows the number of books 
studen~s reported havl.ng read in each of these time periods. 
Consistent with this stbdy' s finding, that consid-
erably fewer boys than, girls enjoy reading, the girls re-
porte.ci • re~ding twice as man~ tiooks ove'r the last rnenth. 
The difference over a one-y,ar period~ how~ver, is smaller, 
with girls reporting_ to have read 1.6 times ,as many books 
as the boys did. I This may be related to an inability to 
~ 
recall b9oks read at an earli'er time. 
' 
• ' \ ' I 
'· 
. . 
.· .. . 
' · 
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,. Table . 9 
, 
·Average ·Nu.mber of· Books Read by Studepts in: 
. ·-(a) 1 month, (b) 4 months, (c) 1 year 
' . 
(Responses Arranged According to 
sex Qf StudeJ}ts~ 
... 
. ' 
. sex ~ . 
, .. 
·Periods Boys Girls 
.. 
1 month 2 4 
4 months 
.0 7 11 
i 
1 year 17 27 
~ 
F. Books Students Are Reading 
I 
In question five students were askea to give the 
titles 
I ., 
of~ b9o~s they had read and enjoyed in the last 
. 
year. Fifteen boys and · five girls gave no response. of 
those who did, sixty. boys and · thirteen girls gave only one 
title. This is interesting . i,n view of the average number 
of books students reported having read (See Table 9). Could· 
I 
it be that the t""espondents overestimated the number of books 
they had read or that the books , they did read had little 
,; 
impact on them? Books from tHe supplementary reading list 
were .mentioned sixty-six times by boys and fifty times by• 
















'( " . . 
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The boys reported one hundred· and seventy-one dif-
ferent titles and the girls reported one hundred .. and seventy. 
Tweniy-'five titles, seven of which were from ~he supple-
.. 
. mentary.· reading list, were common to boih sexes. Only twenty-
eight of the titles reported by boys and twenty-nine of those 
· ·~eported by girls were mentioned more than one. 
The vari~ty .. and great range in choices is ~bvious 
.. 
from the list of ' titles. Both sexes reported serids books 
. ! 
' . I 
· such as Trixie Belden~ Nancy Drew, The aardy Boys, ~M~a~c~k~B~o~l~a~n, 
I 
adventures of t~e Blatk Stallion and the Laura Ingalls . , . 
-Wilder books. The girls reported having enjoyed Harlequin 
' . 




Boys read: and erijoy~d books . ranging from Ripley's 
' Belie..,;ie It or. Not ~o Lord of. the Rings·, Treasure Island and 
• 
., 
Death on the Ice. For these reasons it .. was impossible to 
. ~ 4 
· cabeg6ri~e the .~itles •. A complete list of titles mentioned 




indicated.~ ,. one ., 
-~. • 
From the .• ~omplete~ .. list ~ertain observ~ions can be 
made: 
• , , . • ~. . J 
'~ . t\ 
.. 
. , 
""~ , . 
. , 1. So~e books Clf?peal to both boys and girls. Of 
l • 
• • · 4 
·' t~~ three hundrfd and forty-two titles reported, twenty-
five were common to both sexes. These were '·of three types: 
~ .... . 
(a) books on the -supplementary reading list, .. (b) books 
about adolescents~ anp 1c) boo~s about mystery or hor~or. 




• , 0 ··---~ ... Jt-, ... ., , .. ....... .. __..,__...w.,, •. ,,.,_~ J "'( .. .,, , _ , 
' . ' . 
.. 
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51 
' 2. The girls indicated a keen interest in nov~ls 
,. 
about love. They particularly liked love stories about 
.... 
' •• I 
. ~eenagers, but also indic~ted ~ stron~ in~erest ln Harlequin 
and Silhouette romance novels. Such books are easily avail-
· able in. IT'tany stores, including supermarkets, acro~\s the 
' . 
province. This may account for their _popularity. 
3. Mystery · and detective stories-were very popular 
with both sexes. The boys, however, tended to enjoy more· 
·. 
.. . 
act.ion-packed stortes such .. as those written by Don Pendleton. . ..t 
Question six asked students to name the book they 
r~~embered most. Boys gave ninety~three titles, the most 
popular being .The Outsiders and The Journey Home. The girls 
gave eighty titles with the most popular being The Outsid.ers, 
Are You There God? ·rt • s Me, Margaret, That Was Then, Th!s 
is Now and Forever. Sixteen ttiles were common to both sexes 
with The Outsiders being the most popular. Again, the great 
range and variety of titles made it impossible to categorize 
the books •. Most of·the titles, however, are the same ·~s 
. . . I 
those given for questions five and fourteen. A complete list 
of titles is given in Appendices C and D • . 
G. Books Recommended 
'rt · Que.stion fourteen asked the students to name two 
books they thought should be available in the school 
library. They were · not told they could not recorrunend books 
that were already in the school. Supposedly the books 
-------- .. ...-.... -.,. · ~. :,.. . - .. ~ ..... 
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.. ' reco~ended are books th~'students have either read the~-
selv~s- oi have .. heard about .. 
,/ ... . 
, .; . ., 
. .
. . I 
. -. ....... .;,Fifty-eigpt percent .. of the boys and~ twenty-seven 
. 
~ . ' percent of the girls did not answer this '·qu«;stibn, ·and a 
large numbe~ who did gave-only one response. Of the one 
( ' . . ' \ 
. 
huntlr~ed, and eighty-eight responses given by P9.,YS only ninety-
. 
two were actual~titles of books. This may suggest a lack of 
.. .• . 
. ·. ~ ..,.. , I • 
awar~ness of.particular . title~ .. of the remain~ng ninety-six 
· ;esponse~, ·two we~e a~~ th~r~ty-seven were magazines,· --
' . ~ -· ' -
. ' --:-.-t . " ~ -
ten were series books and forty-seven were· topics or types 
of reading material. Farley Mowat and Gordon Korman were 
the authors recommended. The magazines were Time, Bananas, 
I ·" _.__ 
.; 
Cycle World, Dirt Bikes, The Enquirer, Hit. Parader, .Macleans, 
National Geographic·, Newsweek, , Popular Science, Playboy, 
l I 
Penthouse, Reader's Digest, Sport.S::Illust'rated·, arid comics. 
The series books suggested were The Hardy Boys, James Bond 
and Mack Bolan. Respondents who. could not identify specific 
book titles or magazines recommended books about animals, 
mystery, careers, the outdoors, foreign lands, space, history, 
. ' 
lives of T.V. and movie stars, horror, sports, music, science, 
health, motorbikes, current affairs, video-games, westerns, 
war stories and encyclopedias. 




girls only one hundred and seventy-two were actual book 
•. 
the 
titles. Three respondents named the author. Twelve named 
magazines: True Story, Teen Beat, Playgirl, Bananas, 
Dynami~d and comics. Eight indicated the series books 
.. 
~ ' ' 
. • 
',. 
.. .....~ . 
. 
f 
- --- -·- -r-~---
·. 
,. 
,J , ... 
. . 








.· .  · 
Nancy Drew, Little House on the · Pr'airie, Harlequin, Silhouette 
. . 
and Sweet Dream Romances. The remaining sixteen recommended 
: ~ 
•' 
the lives of movie stars, love .stories aho.ut tee.nagers, \j:oke 
. . 
-· books,· mysteries and books about .hobble~ and video -games'. 
... ' 
- Th.ree of the eleven title~ which were recommended by' 
both sexes were from ·t.he supplementary reading list. I Ten 
other ~~-~ti:es from the r~ading list ~e~e suggeste~ _by either' 
boys ~~ girls. 'Fod.y-s~v~ri ·'of the·· titl'es were recmwnended 
more than · once with the 
~ •. 4. 
most popular' being The Outsiders ( 25) ·, 
:..:A:=r..;:e:--:Y:...;o:...;u~T:...;h:.:.=e:..:r:..:e:..:....;:G:...;o=d~?-=I..;:t:;....''....;:s:.....:.M.:..:.e:..~,:...:M=a.::.r..;,:g.::~:.:;r:r-=e:...;t=.ll~,) , Forever ( 14) , E. T'. 
. ' 
The Extra Terrestrial(8), That Was Then, This''Is Now(6), 
I .._ ' 
Poltergeist(5) , and Tex(S). A complete list of titles can 
be found in Appendices Er and F . 
.., 
H • . Interest in Non-Ficti'on 
·; . . 
. . . 
., 
,._As indicated QY the responses to questions f}ve, 
• • 
six and f.~ur~e~n, bo?.{s ·are more i_ikely_ .,o read and ~njoy 
non-fiction than 'are girls~ The non-fi9tion books boys 
I " ..,. 
reported having read inc:luded mainly books about sports 
.. . t ' 
and sport personalities, ~'how to" books, space and war. 
Girls, on 't:.he other hand, indicated having read only a small 
• I 
number of non-fiction books. Among those mentioned were 
···' ·' . .· 
Go Boy!; Helen Keller, The - Libra"ry · of Horses and. Mommie 
Dearest. Table 17 sueports tlhese 
, . ~ 
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54 
·-:· .. 
percentage of boys who r...eported liking non-fiction is" only 
', . 
' ~ I 
:sliqhtly higher than the percentage of girls who rE!ported· 










Students' I.nterest in Non-Fiction . 
.... 
1Choices•Arranged by Weighted Frequency 
,. 
.,, According to Sex · of Students With, the 
. ' 






. I • 
Invent;t.on'a-nd scientific 
' discoveries 
Accbun ts· of wars and conquest 
' 
' Nature books , 
birds 
the sea, animals, 
.< 
Explorin~ new and strange lands 
Develo~nt and descri{ltion of 
games and activi tie~ 
·Hobbies and handicr~fts 
Life storires of interesting 
people 
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55 
/ T.ible 10 indicltes a marked difference in:-t:he boy_s'1 
· . ·~ 
and gids' ~preferences in non-fiction •. Scientific di.!i.COV..:.~ 
'eries, · war, nature and strange lands were the . boys 1 f~vour­
ftes. With the excepticm of nature, ~.irls ranked th~,.se 
types of reading rrt'Clterial much rower than did boys. 
Girls chose. biography, nature, hobbies/handicrafts 
... 
~ · \ 
and .. self-improvement as their top choices-. Boys showed 
little interest in the girls 1 favourites., again w~th the 
except'ion of nature. · Neither sex indicated a strong interest 
ln, occupat\ons ~?d careers, ~r development •and . description 
·of games and activities, <!-lthough the boys qmked games 
slightly higher than did girls. 
. . 
•'\. 
Although a definition of non-fictio·n was included 
ln .;tpe question, a small number of ... bqys and girls named 
'types of fiction such as mystery, horror and romance. Boys 
indicated an interest in music, computer programmi~g and 
video _games information, while girls reported interest in 
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I. Interest ~n Fiction .. 
...... T-able 11 
... -~ . 
Students' Interest in Fiction (Choices Arranged by 
' "- · 
·•·;_Weighted Frequency Acco?ding to Sex of 
Studertts With the Boys' Responses 













" "' ..... ~ ' 
Mystery and detective stories · ·~. 
..... Ad,Y~ ~tu{e_ ... ~tories about y~ung people 
F~ntasy stories of ~R~ str~~ge and 
unusual · 
Science fiction, ins;:luding space 
travel 
Humourous stories 
Western stories, cow9oys, pioneer 
days 
Stories about real animals 
•i" 
S'tories 9-bout life in the pasi: 
Sports stories 
Adventure stories about adults 
Myths and legends 
I' 
-· ' ~ -
.. 
\Stories about animals that talk 
f'OVe stories,.. ; ·' ___ ' 
~rave.! ~ s~ories 
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S7 
The boys chose mystery and dete~tive .stories and 
adventure stories about young people as their two favourite 
types. of fiction. They also indicated a strong interest in 
fantasy, science fiction, humomnus stories and westerns. 
n,oys expressed little interest in stories of caree~s or 
personal achievement, travel, . love, star ies of animals that 
can talk and myths and legends. Whereas they rated adventure 
stories about young people as second, they showe d only mild . 
interest in adventure stories of adults. This was true of 
the gdrls as well, although the girls ranked adventure 
stori~s · of adults sli~htly higher than did the boys. 
The girls' first choice was love stories while the 
I 
boys showed very little interest in this type of fict i on. 
Four of the boys' top five choices, however, were also 
popula r wi~h the girls. ·. These were mystery and detective 
stories, adventure stories about young pe ople , f antasy 
stories, and humour ous s tories. The exception was science 
f i ction, which boys r anked in fourth pl ace and girls placed 
way down in twelfth. Likewise, wes tern stories we re fairly 
popular with boys but not with girls. Doth boy s and girl s 
indicated little inte r e st in myths and lege nds , s tori es 
about animals that talk, and travel s tor i e s . Gi rl s ranke d 
' 
s torie s of car eers and pe r s ona l ach i e vc me n t mu c h h iqh e r 
than did boys, puttin9 it in ninth place. The bOy!; pl.:lcc d 
it fiftee nth. 
Doth boys and girl s i ndicat e d ~n intereD l in horror 
and s torie !> of the ~; upc rna tural ' 'in the uection 'other !; '. 
' . --- . ·---··- ---
.. 
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This was confirmed in the responses to questions five, six 
and fourteen. The boys also expressed-interest in stories 
, about truckers such as Smokey and the Bandit. 
J. Interest in Plays, Poetry, Short Stories and Novels 
Table 12 
Students' Choices in Plays, Poetry, Short Stories and 
Novels (Responses Arranged in Percentages and 
According to Sex of Students)* 
Sex ; 
' . Possible Responses Boys Girls 
Novels 54% 76% 
Short Stories 61% 44% 
Plays 
.... .. 21% 30% 
Poetry 12% 23% 
.. 
*Total percentage is greater than 100, since students were 
not limited to one choice. 
Of the four genres, girls chose novels and boys 
' , 
chose short stories as their favourites. It·may . be that 
the high percentage of girls as compared to the relatively 
. ' 
low percentage of boys who reported a 'preference ! or novels 
is related to the study's findings, that many more girls ~ 
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than boys en"joy read.ing. For this same reason it is inter-
esting that so few girls i~dicated that. they liked short 
stories. 
~oth boys and girls indicated little interest in A 
_plays. On th~ _ other . hahd, ·Wh~le ve!Y few .boyi or ·girls 
reported ao interest in poetry, ·almost twi~e as m~ny girl~ 
as boys· indicated~ liking for this type of reading material . 
K. ·Students' Reading Habi·ts Concerning Newspapers 
.-
Table 13 .-
Students' Responses tb the Ques~ion: How Often Do 
'You Read ·Newspapers? . 
. ' 
\ (Responses A~ranged in 
Percentages a~d According to· Sex of Students) 
Sex 
PO? Sible Responses Boys Girls 
.. 
Occasi,onall¥ .but not r~gularly 41% 52% 
W~ekly 23% 26% 
Daily 19% ·9% 















Less than half the sample population reported reading 
., 
newspapers occasionally. Table 13 indicates · that the majority 
of junior high school students do read the newspaper since 
o~ly fifteen percent stated they did not .• Approximate~y 
twenty-five percent of the students read the newsp~per weekly 
and fourteen percent r~ad it daily .. There seems to be litrtle 
difference in the ·newspaper reading habits of boys an~ girls. 
' 
., 
L. Interest in Magazines 
.. 
~- Reading ~Habits 
. j 
Table 14 
Students• Responses to the Question: How Often Do 
You Read Magazines? ,(Responses Arranged 
in Percentages and According to Sex of Students) 
Sex 
Possible Responses Boys Girls Totals 
(Average) 
,. 
Occasionally but not regularly 53% 65% 59% 
Weekly 22% 19% 21% 
Not at all 14% 5% 10% 
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_Fifty-nine percent of all students read magazines 
occ~sional,ly but not regularly, with twelve pe~t more 
girls thi~ · boys indicating occasional readi~g. There was 
little difference bet~een sexes in their weekly reading, 
with boys reading slightly more than girls. No difference 
was reported in the daily reading of magazines by boys and 
qirls. The boys, howev~ reported reading maqazines not 


























Students·' Prefer~nces ~in Types of Magazines: 
(Choices Arranged by Weighted Frequency 
According to Sex ol Students with the Boys' 
Responses Used to Establish Rank. Ordering) 
Possible ~esponses 
. .. ·· 
Comics 
Sports 
' Science fiction, space travel 
Nat~re, the out of doors, 
animals, birds and 
the likf? 
Movie i1ife, filin stars, 
Holly~ood, etc. 
News, current events 





















































A number of differences as well as some similarities 
•. 
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magazines. Teen mag·azines 1 which girls found most interesting, 
were of little interest to boys. Like~ise love was given a 
• 
high ranking by girls. an~ placed in last position by boys. 
~e boys indicated a st~ong interest in science fiction and 
'.' . . ' . . .. 
sports 1 whereas the. girls gave science fiction the ·lowest . · 
,. 
ratiqg of all and showed little .interest in sports~ . This 
. was ·c;nslstent With their expressed interest in books (See 
Table 11). 
Boy_s · expressed an intense interest ·in comics, making 
, 
it . their first choice. Girls, although they indicated a 
fondness for comics, ranked them fourth. Other POP.Ular 
I • • . . 
choi6es of ·both sexes were nature and ~movie life. Little 
interest in news, current events and hobbies and handicrafts :: . 
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c. Students' Preferenxes in Magazines 
( ' . f 
':" ·. Table 16 ' 





Students' Preferences in Mag~zines (Choices 
Arranged QY We.ii:Jhted P.re.quency Accord.ing to' 
f._c. •· • • 
' ... Sex of St~dents With the Boys' Responses 
. ' .  . 
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I 
Table 16 supports the findings ' of·Table 15. Tne 
girls indicated a. s~rong interept_ in teen . ~agazines such as 
... 
Seventeen, Miss Chatelaine, Young Miss and Teen Beat. Boys 
expressed~very little interest in these magazines. Sports 
~ .. . 
rliustrated and Hot Rod, which.were of little interest to 
.. 
. ' ) 
girlp, were ~he boys• ~avourites. This is not surprising, 
•·.. con~S.i~ering the qata in Table 15, .which indi cate ,that boys -' 
: . 
• ' I 
had . an intense interest in sports magazine~. Girls, however, 
,/ ·c, ' 
mi~d interest in .. magazines about sports. 
·~ .. 
. 
int~rest ln news magAzines such as Time, 
: \ 
.;. . ~. 
Newsweek and Mclean's was reported by either sex. 
·' . 
Of these 
three Maclean's was the favourite. Both boys and 
' girls indicated an interest in Reader's Digest and National 
• 
. 5 
In the sec~ion •others' boys added Dynamite(3) , 
Hit Parader(3), Playboy(3) I cycle Canada(2), Field and Stream 
. , 
.(2), Mad(2), Science \'lorld(2), Scope(2) ., Cycle Wor.ld(l), 
Popular Photography(!) and The Enquirer( ·!~. The''girls sug-
' . .. ' 
· gested Te en Beat(lB) , ; ~laygirl(9~~ Glamour(4), Young Miss~4), 
< 
.· . 
Bananas(3), Dyharnite(2), Hit Paraderj2), Jam(2), Scope(2), 
Soap;Opera Digest(2) and The Enquirer(2). 
. ' 
:~Numbers ·indicate frequency of r e sponses. 
., . 
. '! ' 
\ 
























M. Preferences in Certain Genres 
Table 17 
Students' Preferences in Types o~ ·Reading Materials 
(Responses Arranged in Percentages and According to 
Sex of Student) 
Sex 
Possible Responses Boys Gir~s 
Fpct 31% 25% 
Poetry -33% 42% 
Plays 55% 66% 
·Newspapers .. 17% 9% 
Fiction 69% 75% 
Prose 67% 58% 
Essays 45% 34% 






Table 17 indicates that both sexes are in agreement 
as to their preferences for fiction, prose, •plays and 
magazines over fact, poetry, essays and newspapers. 
Boys were more likely than girls to choose fact,· 
. - . 
newspapers and essays, with the percentage of boys choosing 
newspapers almost twice that of girls. This' is substantiated 
• 
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twice as rna~y· ~~s as girls read the newspapers daily .. 
The number of boys a.nd girls who indicated that they 
... 
preferred plays and poetry is ~urprising considering the low 
percentage who would choose to read poetry' ~nd plays if they 
were avail-able. (Se~ Table _12). • The percentages fo.r those 
two typftS of reading material are more than,twice as high in 
. 
. 
Table .:J. 7 as in· .Table 12 • 
.. 
... -~ .. 
... 
.• 
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N. Factors Which Influ~nce Student~' Choices in Books 
Table~ 18 
Students' Responses to the Question:· When · You· Are 
.Selecting a Boo~ to Read in Your Leisure Time, 
What Helps ··You Most in Making Your Choice? . 
(Choices Arranged by Weighted Frequency According to 
Sex of Students With the Boys' Responses Used to 
Es~ablish Rank Ordering) 
. ' 
Sex 
Possible Responses Boys Girls 
.. 
~ F R p, 
The title of the book ./ 123 1 lOS 
' Influence of movie or telE!vision ... 88 2 74 
The illustration on the cover 71 3 56 
The number of pages 54 4 12 
A friend's recommendation 33 5 72 
Readability - Size of print, len~th 29 6 17 
of paragraphs, etc. 
'· 
Authorship (the writer) 27 7 45 




The discussion of the book in class 13 9 15 
Relation of boQk to work being 8 10 ., 12 
done in school 
•' 





















Both sexes agreed that 4 the title of the book was the 
primary factor in influencing their choice of books for 
leisure reading. Although almost seventy percent of the 
.. 
· .respondents reported that they read fewer books because of 
.... 
~el~vision (See Table 26), they . r~nked movies and t~levision 
as the second biggest influence on their reading choices. 
T[lat these media f.orms are influential is confirmed by the 
number of books students reported reading be"cause of. .!laving 
'A. 
seen the movie or T.V. show. The most popular were The 
·-Outsiders, E.T. - The Extra Terrestrial and Star Wars. A 
list of these books and their frequency is included in 
Appendices G and H. 
Boys also i·ndicated that the illustration on the 
I 
I 
cover was important: to their ·ch~ice of books. ·Girlsv, nowever, 
' ~ * 
' report~d that the illus~ration was less ~mportant to them 
and that they were more likely to read~ book· because of a 
. ... ~ . 
friend's recommendation. The number of pages had~ signifi-
9ant· influence on the boys' choice of books. but little in-
. 
fluence on the choices of girls. 
:--
Both sexes indicated that authorship did not have a 
great influence on their reading choices, althougb girls 
ranked this factor slightly higher than did boys. Despite 
these data ·a numb'~r of authors such as Judy Blume_, Lois 
Duncan, and S.E. Hin~on appeared consistent}y popular through-
out ·the book lists that are included in the Appendices. 
The suggest~ons of teachers and librarians, class 
~ 
discussions and relation to school wo.rk were not considered 
·, 























important by edther boys or girls in choosing books. One 
· . 
" 
. / ' 
wonders if this is so because these factor~ are so infre-
quenFlY a part of their experiences. In the 'others ' 
. . ' : 6 . ' ' " 
section boys specified the summary on the baok(4), ·.the type ... 
Of bOOk .< 2) 1 CritiCS I , r~~ ieWS ( 1) , and table Of COntentS (,1) aS 
. ' 
factors that influence their choices in books. The girls 
included the s~ary on the back(l"8) and th'e type of book(2) . -
.• - ~ -
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6Numbers ·indicate ~he frequ~ncy of respons~s. 
. : ., 
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o. Allotment for Reading Periods 
Table 19 
Students' Affirmative Responses to the Question: 
Is Time Set Aside in Your Ti me tab!e for Periods 
in Which Yoo Can Go to the LibrerY and Do 
Leisure Reading? (Responses Arranged in 
Percentages and According to School Board 
and.Sex of Students) 
Board Sex % of Sex ' ~ of 
Affirmative Affirmat ive 
Responses Responses 
A Boys 0% Girls 0% 
B Boys 0% Girls 0% 
. ' ' . 
c Boys 29% Girls 24~ 
D Boys 14% • Git.ls 51% . 
Totals .11% 19% 
(Average) 

















Table 20 · 
Students' Affirmutive Responses to the Question: 
Is There Class Time Set Aside for Leisure Readino 
Board 
in the Classroom? (Responses Arranged in 
Percentages and J\..ccord ing to School Board and 
Sex of Students) 




Affirmative Affirmative (Averag<1l 
Responses Responses ! 
I 
I 
A Boys 100% Girls 100% 100% 
B Boys ,0% Girls 0% 0% 
c Boys 43% Girls 62% 53% 
D Boys 70% Girls 64% 67% 
..  
Totals 53'% 57\ 55% 
(Average) \ 
Only fifteen percent of the respondents reported 
having specific library periods (Sec 'fable 19) and fifty - five 
' percent said they had reqular cl.:1ssroom periods for leisure 
re.:1ding (Sec 'f.1blc 20). As 'I'ables 19 and 20 indicate, 
leisure rcaclincJ time appe,1rs to be provided for in certain 
School Boards and not in othcrn. Whc.rc rcuding periods in 
either cla!Htroom or librt~ry were provided, one cluss period 
per six d.:ly cycle was the time allotment. 'l'he exception was 
Board c which allowed three fifteen-minute pcriod!l a cycle. 






Students' Af f irmat ivc Responses to the Question: 
Do You Think Time Should De Set J\sidc For Leisure . 
Reading? (Responses Arrungcd In Percentages and 






Sex % of 
Affi~mative 
Responses 
A ... Boys 90% Girls l 00% 
B Boys 92% Girls 100% . 
c Boys 94% Girls 9 3% 






Although regular l e isure reading periods arc· provided 
for only a small percent of 'the students (Sec Tnblcs 19 and. 
20), most students indi<.~cd a desire to have time set u s ide 
for reading. Ninety percent of the boys nnd ninety-five 
percent of the. girl s responded to this question .in the 
affirmative. The high percentage of boys de s iring lel s urc 
rc.:1din9 periods conflict::; with the d.:tta in T.:1bl e 3 since 
only s ixty-five percent of the boys s.:1id they en j oyed reading 
.. 
«s a lci~Jre time act~vity. 'l'hcsc high percentages arc 






. .. ~ ... 
... 
• 
that students of both sexes feel that more free time to 
spend in the . library would help most in improving their 
leisure rending. 
P. Class DiscuBsion of Books 
Table 22 
Students'' Affirmative Responses to the Question: 
Do You Enjoy Discussing Books You Ha.vc Rea.d? 
(Responses· Arranged in . Percentages and According 












Scvcnty-pight pcrccn t of the re,:spondents ind icatcd 
that they enjoy discussing books they huve reud. The per-
c:cntilge of boys who reported enjoying book. di s cussion, 
however, W<Hl thirty-one points lower than th.:lt of girls. 
'l'his is supported by 'the information in T.:tblc 28 in which 





fourth .out of a possible ,eleven cho~ces in their suggestions 
for improving leisure reading. 
Althqugh u substantial number of students enjoy 
book discussions, it would appear from the data in Table 23 
that ~cry few arc given an opportunity for such an activity 
during classroom lime. 
Table . 23 
St~nts' Affirmative Responses to the Question: 
Is Any Class Time Set Aside for Discussing Books 
You Have Read That You Arc Not Required to Read? 
(Responses Arranged in Percentages and 
According to School Board and Sex of Students) 
Board Sex % of Sex % of 
Affirmative Affirmative 
Responses Responses 
A Boys 7% Girls 5% · 
B Boys 9 3% Girls 3% 
c ! Boys 14% Girls 4% 
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From the students' responses it appears that 
discussion of books students arc not required to read is not 
a regular part of the reading program in most classrooms. 
Only ei?hteen percent of the students indicated that class-
room time is set aside for such discussions. The only 
exception was School Board B since ninety-two percent of the 
boys reported having .uegular classroom time for book 
discussion. Th~ girls inDoardB, ho~cver, had the lowest 
percentage of affirmative responses to this question. This 
difference may -be related to the policy of individual teachers 
rather than the policy of the School Board. 









Q. Book Reports 
Table 24 
' 
Students 1 Affirmative Responses to the Question: 
Are you Ever Required to Write Book Reports on 
Books You Read on Your Own? (Responses Arranged 






- ---- · ·-
Totals 
(Average) 































Fifty-nine percent of the respo~dents reported that 
they were sometimes required to write book reports on books 
they read on their own. The number of students who answered c.. 
- . , 
1 yes 1 ·to th1 s ~.question varied markedly from Board to Doa rd, 
with Board D huving the highest percentage of affirmative ' 








Students' Responses to the Question: Do You 
Like to Write Book Reports on Books You Read 
. 
on Your Own? (Responses Arranged in Percentages 
and According to Sex of Students) 
Sex 
Possible Responses Boys Girls 
Always 5% 
Sometimes 53% 73% 
.. 
Never 4 5% 22% 
Seventy-three percent of the girls and fifty-three 
percent . of the boys indicated that they occasionally enjoy 
writing reports on books they rend in their leisure time. 
Girls arc much more likely than nrc boys to enjoy writing 
book reports. Twice as ma'ny boys as girls indicated that 
I 
they never 1 ike hav tng ~o~ wr itc book reports. 
n I 
R. Students' Interest in Television 
I 
I 
A. Students' Choices in Television Pro~z'rnmmcs 
,. 
Qu:stion sixteal · ~sked students to name th~ir three ' 
favourit~ T.V. shows. Because of the multi-faceted nature 








programs into ~efinite categories. This, plus the fact that 
the variety of television programing is more limited than 
that of printed mat~er, may account for the differences in 
students' interests in T.V. shows and types of reading 
material. 
The responses indicated a strong interest on the 
part of both sexes in adventure/mystery shows such as The 
A-Team, The Fall Guy, The Dukes of Hazzard, Knight Rider, 
Magnum P.I., T.J. Hooker and CHIPS. 
Because of the great variety of situation comedies 
presented, it was impossible to classify them under anything 
more definite than humour. These show~ included such varied 
topics as love, family situations, teenage problems, espionage, 
fantasy, the supernatural, adventures of adolescents, adven-
tures of adults, war, careers and social issues. The only 
generalization that could be made was that respondents of 
both sexes showed a strong interest in situation comedies of 
all sorts, preferring these shows second only to those clas-
sified as adventure/mystery. 
In addition to adventure/mystery and humour, boys • 
showed mild interest in the unusual such as Ripley's Believe 
It or Not and That's Incredible. They also reported a slight 
interest in shows dealing with sports, nature and science 
fiction. Game'shows, soap operas and current affairs were 
lowest on their list of preferences. 
I 
. 
. Girls indicated a fairly strong interest in afternoon 
and nighttime soap opera.s such as Gcneral ·nospi tal, Another · 
• .. 
_ _______ ,_ ·- , .. 
.. --~ -- _. _ _ ._...,. ___ .. _ . ~ 









World and Dallas. They also reported a mild interest in the 
... 
unu~ual, sci~nce fiction~ Hollywood gossip, game shows, 
nature and science. · 
B. Influence of T.V./Movies on Reading 
Table 26 
Students' Responses to the Question: Do You Think 
That You Read More Books or Fewer Books Because of 
Watchin~ T.V.? (Responses Arranged in Percentages 
) and According to Sex of Students) 
Sex 
Possible Responses Boys ~Girls 
, 
More books 20% 25% 
Fewer · books 613% 71% 
No response 12% 4% 
TWelve percent of the boys and four percent of the 
girls gave no response to this question. Approximately 
seventy percent of the respondents indicated that, in 
their opinion, th~ read fewer books because of their 
T.V. viewing habi~s . There was little difference between 
the responses of l;loys and girls. This is supported 
i 





by the findings- Tn- Tabl~ 27 in which both sexes indicated 
that the fact that their spare time is occupied with T.V. or 
movies was the greatest hindrance to their leisure reading. 
Although students reported that 
I 
they rea·d fewer 
I 
i 
books because of television, television and movies seem to 
have a definite influence on their choice of books. In 
Table 18 both sexes agreed that the influence of movies or 
•· 
r 
television was a highly important factor in influencing 
their reading choices. Movies and television were ranked 
second only to the title of the book. 
In question fifteen students were asked to list two 
books they had read because they had seen the movie on 
television shows. Fifty-eight boys 'and thirty-one girls 
gave no response and many who did gave only one title. In 
all, the boys gave seventy-eight titles and the girls gave 
eighty-five. Twenty-nine of these were books that both sexes 
had read. Fifty-five of the titles given by both boys and 
girls were mentioned more than once. A complete liq.t of 
the titles appears in Appendices G and H. 
s. Supplementary Reading List 
Not all students providC!d the required information 
on all books. The exact number of no responses for each 
book is included in Appendices I and' J. 
Of the ten books most wi~cly read by either sex, f ivc 
were common to both boys and girls. Old Yeller, The Outsiders 
,• 
I 






and Island of the Blue Dolphins were rated the three most 
widely read books by both sexes and the maj orlty of students 
who read these books reported that they had found them inter-
esting. It may be that these particular books were sing led 
out by teachers for special attention. Although all the 
books had been read by at least one respondent, not even the 
favourites were read by a great number. The Outsiders, which 
was the most widely read, was read by one hundred and seventy 
, 
respondents, Old Yeller was read by one hundred and sixty-five 
respondents, Island of The I3lue Dolph ins }:>y one hundred and 
fifty.,...one respondents, 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea by ninety-
two respondents and The Call of the Wild by seventy-one re-
sponden ts. Only two books, Old Yeller and The Outsiders, 
were read by more than half the sampled students. Forty-
nine books were read by less than twenty-
five spondents. 
the titles were not f .:1rniliar to over 
fifty in this survey. Thisrnc:ty 
the books on this 1 ist arc 
either not available in the schools, or if they arc, arc not 
cusily ~ccessiblc to the studcn ts thV urc meant for. This 
may al s o account for the f act thc1t so\.e books such as Suwt ooth 
Harbour Boy ~.ow·crc read by the m.:1jority o f students in one school 
il.nd by none in othe r schools . Or it mc1y be that some .tec:tchcrs 
m.:1y select purticular books for rcqui r ed rc.:1diJ19. 'l'hc fact 
that s o few books were read by the re s ponde nts may indicate 
that the book s on the li s t nrc not particul .:1 rly interesting 
~-- -- ---- ·- ---'-/--
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to the students in junior high .school.· A complete list of 
the books and the frequency of responses is included in 









T. · Factors- whTch Hinder Leisure Reading----
~ 
Table 27 
Factors Which Hinder Le i sure ~eading 
,. 
(Choices Arranged by Weighted Frequency 
According to Sex of Students With the 
Boys' Responses Used to Establish 
Rank Ordering) 
Possible Responses Boys 
F R 
Spare time is occupied with T.V. 408 1 
or movie s 
Lack of sui table books at school 334 2 
Lack of reading time because of 314 3 
. 
hobbies 
Lack of time because of homework 258 4 
assignments 
Preferences for comic books -~87. 5 
Lack of sui table books at home ~ 130 6 
Preference for magazines 123 7 
Lack of reading time because of 123 7 
home duties 
Lack o f public library f ac i 1 i ties 85 8 
Lack of reading s kill 57 9 
Too much time spe nt travelling to 43 10 
and from school 
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\ 
. According . to the ··students in this study .lack of 't;ime 
.. 
·and the unavailability· _o~ ·interesting boolts in ~hool we.re 
t~~ ·two major obstacles tq leisure reading. Respondents 
reported that their:4 spare time was "occupied with T.V., movies~ 
. . . ' 
'hoq.bies and homework. It would app,ear fr.om Table 27 that 
gir1 s, · ho~ever, ~ ind' h~me,.;rk mu~h more I demand !'ng on their 
time than boy,s do. On-ly .s.lightl.y more }han half the students 
investigated sidd that su,itable qooks were· available in their 
, 
-S~hools and boys found it J'nore'difficult than did girls to 
Hnd books to suit their ' interests (See Tables 6 and 7) . . 
Boys are more. likely than girls to, prefer comic books 
· ~ (~ee Table lS) .but both - ranked preference for magazines the 
same. Girls· _reported a lack of · suitable books ~t home as a 
. ~ 
more significant factor than did boys in---tlreir evaluation of · 
' . · ... ~ _/ . 
what hinders their leisure' reading : This is supported by 
~he . findings in Table 9 which indicate that boys are more 
likely to have their own boo~ collection • 
. Home, duties and _travelling time were not too ·demand-
' 
:Lng on the responden'ts of either sex . Lack(of public library 
facilities and lack o~ reading skills were- not perceived as 
. . . 
major problems .to either boys or glrls. Both sexes report~ccl 
that their interest in outdoor activities, sports and video 
. . . 
games sometimes ii:lterfe red , with their. reading • 
. . 
u. 
; ,, .. . 
· Suggestions for Improvement 
. ·stuC;lents were asked to choose five responses from a 































their· leisure reading. Students indicated .. fhe existihg 
r 
l 




problems as they saw them in Table 27. . . 
.. 
Tab~e 2B 
Students• Responses to the Questio~? What Would 
Help You Most in Your Leisure Reading?, (Cho_ices 
Arranged by Weighted Frequency Acco~ding to Sex 
. 
of Students With the ·says' Iespc)nses Used to 
Establish Rank Ordering) 
.\..,-,._ 
Possible Responses 
More free time to spend in library 
More books· available in classroom 
· and/or school 
More · books of interest to me 
f 
.. 
M9r~ class discussion of certain books 
More rea~ng b; teacher or student 
from favourite books 
More direetion in choosing books 
More teache~ help in learning to 
understand books 
More required reading · 
More oral reporting. to the class 
on favourite books 
More direction and supervision in 
using the library 
More talks by librarians, authors or 
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ment .. i%~{.anking; their . suggestions for imtrovement. ~tudents 
indicated lack of time and lack of inter sting reading. mater i al 
as two of · the o.fqgest factors which hind r reading (See Table 
27). c·onsistent with this, students of both sexes agreed· 
th~t the threeJ things \tlhich would. -;improve their l ·eisure read-
ing . were more time to spend in · the library, th'e av~ilability 
. r ' 
of more books: and more books of interest to them.·, . ' 
Both sexes also · strongly suggested that' class dis-
. ~- - . .. 
' ~ . 
.. ~ 
. . cussi.ol'l of certain books would be helpful. Seven ty.:.seven 
.. 
percent of students- indicated that tbey ehjoy discussing 
·. .. . . 
books they have read (See T~b1e 22) but ·few schools seem 
to· provide for this need (See Table.. 23). Students also 
suggested more oral . reading .from books and more guidance in 
choosing books. 
. } 
Although students gave some ·_ support to the remain.it\g . 
. . . . .. I· .... ····:·· 
suggestions., more required reading, oral ·reports, library ' · · 
. . ' 
supervision and talks by professionals were not popular 
requests. 
\ 





In chapter four the ·data collected from three hu~.~red . . 
and twenty-three _junior high school studenS has been pre-
sented and discussed. A high percentage of the studen~s 
sampled enjoy readi:ng i n their .leisure time although girls· 
are more likely- t han boys to r e ad for enjoyment. · .Boys read 
f . 
I 
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. . 
an average of sevent~en books a year whereas· girls. read an 
average of twenty-seven. Both sexes read when there is 
nothing el~e to do an:d because it is a quiet pastime. 
T-here is a marked· difference between bo~s 1 and girls 1 
preferences·in non..,fict.ion, although both ,sexes· indicate~ 
· that t~ey . lik~eading a?out nature. Boy~ pref.er accounts 
of scientific d.isco')'eri.~s, war -and strange ' land~ whereas 
... 




r · I In ,fi_ction, , boys ~hawed a strong interest in _mystery 
stories, ~fantasy and science fiction. Both 'sexes indicated 
~ 
high interest .in adventure stor~es about young people but 
not about· adults. Boys !;~hawed little interest in the glr~;ts' 
top choice -:- love stories. As well, girl's showed li-ttle 
-· ... interest i:n some of the boys. • favourites such as science 
fiction and legends, stories about animals that talk, or ' 
I 
travel stories. 0 
With respect to the genres, girls prefer novels 
first, then short stories, plays, and finally poetry; boys 
prefer short stories, followed'by novels, plays and poetry • 
· Both sexes agreed .that they prefer fiction to ~act, prose 
. .,;.o poetry, plays to essays and ·magazines to newspapers al-
though b~:th reported occasional readtng of both· newspapers 
and magazines . . 
A -high ·percentage 'f the students· reported that · they 
I • • ~ 


































































. ~ ' 
' i 
the· opportunity to · do so. Girls ·are more likely than boys 
. .• 
to 1-\ke writing reports.6n books they ~ erijoye'd. 
. ; ~ 
~ Q 
The biggest deterrents to _ t~e : students' leisure 
read~ng appear to be lack ~f . time ~nd lack of interesting 
. . 
books . in school and at home •. Television' viewing is. very 
·demanding on the.time that they might otherwise spend 
' : . 
,< · , ~eading, T.V. does, · however, appear to ·have .an influence on 
ll 
. I . . 
their reading.choices •. ·. 
I 
Tl;le -books on the supplementary reading list, with 
.. 
very few exc~?tions· , are .. not widely read by the students 
of 'elther. sex. · 'Indeed, most of-. .the titles are not even 
. . ' . . . 
familiar to inany of the ·s.tu'dents, •. 
Students ind,ica'ted a strong desire'" to have more 
time to. spend in the li~rary~ -They also req~ested tnat:: 
' be made available 
¢. 
more books Of interest to therri; ·at schoC?l 
and that ~here be .more class discussion of books. 
I 
The book • s title a·nd the . influence of movies and 
! 
I • T.V. were the two greatest influences on students', choices . 
in books • . Th~ ·illustrati~ on the cov~~ and the 
recommendation of a friend· were also ·reported as impo.rt,.tmt 
considerations·by the ·stude~ts. .. 
... 
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SUMMARY. AND RECOMMENDA~~ONS •. 
· Introduction 
Th!s ~tudy wa~ designeB to gather information ·about 
' ' . 1 
the leisu_re reading of grades s~ven and eight students· 'in 
the province of 'Newfoundland •. The necess.aiy. _;infomation was 
. . . . () . 
collected by mean.s of a questionnaire from a· sample of three· 
h~ndred and twenty-three students, randomly chosen from four 
. . 
school boards . th~t include both urban and rural communities. · 
Details of the responses hav~ been reported and discussed in . 
- ' .. : 
Chapter IV. "rn this chapter t~~ most. significant facts and 




Questions, Answers and~ Implications 
.The answers to the five questi ons in this section 
are ·drawn directly from the information discuss,ed in detail . 
in Chapter IY. They are based on the students ' opinions as 
reported in the questionnaire. 
1. To what degree are Newfoundland •'s junior high school 
. ' 
students reading i n their spare time? 
. .... 
.... 
More than three- quarters of the students in this 
study affirme~ that they did enjoy r eading. in their leisure 
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t 'iine1-· but 
.. 
' 
read mainly when they had nothing else, to do. 2 
This se~~ .to be d~e· ~f _the ·~asy accessibility of television 
and the r~latively new! ~h~nom?non ?f video games, as well as 
' 0 I . .. , 
'\: · th.e ·more traditio~al activities .that compete for reading 
'·, I • J 
.. . (' 
' · 
,.· 
time • . In additlonr few s~hOols have 'scheduled. reading per-
. . '-:--... 
iods i~n -th~ iibrary' qr the ~las~room. 3 ' . { ~ . 
Acc?rding to this study, boys read an· average of ~ · 
seve'nte.en' books. in t~e p~st : year; . the gi~is ave . raged twenty-' 
seven. 
4 
. rhe~e . ~~.bers ind~f~te that niOJit lstudehts a~e·, · . .... 
indeed·, reading· fairly . wide:ly. despite the demands .of other 
. : . .. · - ~ . ~ . \ 
interests ~ th~ lack of an, ~rgani:~~d ~eading program. 
. . . 
What are their reading inte·rests? 
The interests ~f the r. students were indicated _by the 
books they read5, th~ books they . rec~inmend~d6 and their 
:reports of reading preferenaes 7 • Sex 1 rather than age 




see Chapter IV, Table 3, p. 39. \ 
.. 
2s~e ., Chapter IV, Table 5, p . .. 43 •. 
· 
3see Chapter IV, Tables l. 9":"20 1 pp. 7 2, 7 3 •· 
,.... 
4see 'chapter IV 1 Tabl:e 9 ,_ p. .4 9. · . . 
' . 
5see Appendices ~ .& :8, pp. 103_;1·18 • 
. 
6s~e Appendices E & F, pp.l29-137. 
1see Chapter IV, Tables' 10-17, pp. 54-66~ 
. . 
· . I 
·' ...... 
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L . ; . 
9r. type• of school, seemed to have the most' influence on 
. ...:..~ . -
!,~adlng choices. While bo~:.:~?nd girls did repo;rt some il)-
r· ·{ · · 
tere.sts in common, the differences .were more marked. 
Both sexes preferred ficti~ tc:' non-fiction. 
boy~. ~nd ·girls reported a high interest in mysteries, 
Both 
a~v~ntri~es about ~~dolescent1 and fant':lSY. As well, both 
. -1: 
.. I 
·· sho~ed: a ~~rbJg .. ~~terest 'in stories of horror and the super- - ~ 1~ 
natural. : Both sexes expressed a substantial interest in 
. '- . 
humorous stories. ·. 
.' I • / 
Boys did not share the q irls • intense interest in · 
' ' 
.._love stor;L~~: They preferred science fiction and westerns, 
·· Which '· the giris dl.d- not particularly enjoy. Boys also 
' ~ .. · : . ~~ . 
. ·.. ..- . . . . ' 
reveared an intere~t in· .stories about truckel!s that the 
:, ~ . i 
. . girls did not sq!lre. 
. , . ~ r 
,Boys, however, were more likely than girls to read 
~ . . 
non-fiction. ·· Iri non-fiction the only interest common to 
·f: 
bQ.th boys ·and girls ·was nature. Stories about occupations/ 
. . ' ' . 
career's, descriptions ~f games, myths and legends, talking 
animals and· travel were refative1.y unpopular with both 
. , .. 
sexes. 
Amon_g ; t~e di'~ferent .lit:~rary types, novels and, short 
. ~tories ~ere generally·pop'ular· with ' bOth sexes' prose was 
pr;,~~~e-; to p6etry' pl~ys were preferred to po~~ry and 
· · essays~ magazines were preferred to newspapers. It may be 
., ' . 
that . the apparen~ dislike of· poetry is rt!lated to how poetry 
·is · trea'ted and the particular. se1ectiono£ poetry · to which 
' . 
· the stud~nts have been exposed. Perhaps if students were 
.. 
. . 
I--.....-- · 1-·~-...,~ · - - · - ·· -·-.---·---:- 7', -• 
.· J 
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.-- ·· ·" 
preLnted with more suitable poetry by more appea~'tng methods, 
th~~r interest would increase. · "'. 
I ' Girls 'were more 1}-ke~y to enjoy .the novel, whereas 
' I 
~ ·: th~ boys preferred short -stories. 
I 
' 
.This may · be related to 
. · thJ · fact thQt the· girls surveyed enjoyed reading ·more ·than 
did the boys. However,. since a relatively large percentage · 
~f ~ ~he poys reported that they iiked short stor:ies; it'rnay 
.. -'be ' that short stories . of interest (o them could be used to 
encourage boy~ . to trr ' longer pieces such as the novel . 
. i 
A very high percentage of both boys and girls re-
~r~ef ~referring magazines ~o newspapers. 8. This may be' 
' ' . ' . r~lateq to the fact that many magazines covering a variety 
: 
of topics are readily ava_ilable to them. There ,is evidence 
' -
as well in the titles reported in Appendices A - F that 
!' 
reading interest may be considerably influence.d by what is 
. 
available. The titles and types of books students reported 
h~ving read or wanting to rea4 are those soreadily a~cessible 
}. . ' ~ . 
on . the bookstands (mysteries, h9rror, love, for _example) . 
P~~haps. i'f books of qreat.er literary merit were available,. 
! . ' .. - . . . 
t~e students wo~ld, in time, ~urn ~o those. Since _ ther~ 
aiready is a considerably.h~ .inte~est in reading on the 
pJ~t of junior big~" sChoOl students, • I>e>;haps" these interests 
c luld be used in an attempt to ref~ne and ex~and literary 
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. ' 
I . . ~ ,I" 
To what extent is the- supp~emEmtary reading list 
me~ting the reading interests of junior h±gh school 
stulients? 
... 
l' . . . I 
Of the fifty-three titles on the prescribed reading I . 
list provided in· this stl,ldy, forty4four were not ·familiar 
. ,. 
to over fifty percent of .the students surveyed. Forty-nine 
of the books were read b¥ less· than twenty-five percent of 
.- the respondents and only,'two books, Old Yeller and !h!:-
. '/ 
I . . . 9 
· Outsiders,. were read by ,more than half the students. 
The apparent lack of famil.iarity with the titles 
sugge-sts that tlie books / on this l.ist are not available in 
. . I . . , . . . ; 
·.the schools or ax:e n t .easily accessible to the students. 
The number of titles familiar to the 'stude~ts bJt 
• o . I· 
·. whi'ch they have not read suggests that the majorj. ty of tl:;le 
.. 
. . . · I · r 
book~: .on the 1 ist do :ot .particular~y ~ppeal -~o the students . . 
Perhaps if' book;; of more intirest t9 the students replaced 
. . . I 
those of little interest, th~ list woul.d be more successful 
. I . 
in enticing students to read /<rood literature. 
Since teachers . ~n this study appeared to have little 
·influence on the reading. choices of students, perhaps they,. 
. . 
themselves, are not; knowledgeable about . books that· appeal 
to their students. Teachers, then, ·s.hould ·be familiar w±th 
the books on the supplementary reading list as well ·as with 
·:(; · othe~ 1 s~i table books (ind should insure th~·t these ' books be 
•· 
made easily ava·Hable to the students. Classroom displays 
, of these books would be help_ful in creating interest on the 
-
9
see Appendices I and J, pp. 148..;15~ · I • 
I 
.. 
I -- ·...,...-- - - -
· ' 
















part of the students. Perhaps interest could also : be ~roused 
if there were occasional. readings by students or teachers 
, . , 'I . 
I ' , · • 
from selected bo~~s. Student'S could, in ·addition to giving 
oral readings, be encouraged 'lto-share with the class books · 
. :r 
they have read. :; 
4. To what extent are school and classroom Libraries 






· Only slightly more than half the stu~ents in this 
sample are abie to iind books of interes~ ·to them.' in e.:tt~er 
the classroom or sc ool library10 . This suggests that either 
. \ . ' 
too few books are maintained in the schoo-ls or · that those 
that are, are of . little . interetst to the students in junior 
high school. It ·appears from this study that students at .· 
this age level are interested in reading but have difficulty 
finding books that meet their interests. In addition to 
the lack of interesting reading material, the students re-
ported difficulty in '·finding., time· to read because of the 
interference of outside activities and the demands of school 
and home ass.ig.nments. 
~ ~ 
!l'ime 1 for leisure reading appears · to be provided for 
. . 
in some scho~ls but not in others. :In scJ;lool.s · where perlod~ 
are schedul.e~ for reading, students reporte~. having either a 
library period or a reading period .in the classroom. It ~s "" 
interesting to note that one hundred percent of the students ·· 




Tables 6 and ·7·, Chapter IV, pp. 4 5-46. 
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. ' 9.6. 
:in ·.Board A reported at. ·least one readin'g period : per week and 
'· ' ; . . ) 
that these same students reported less difficulty than students 
·.· 
ih the other boards in .finding interesting books J' This may 
suggest that students wtio· are given time : to : browse .among bool)s 
-
and to 1 read are more likel.y to · find books they want to read o 
., 
, To what ·extent do television and movies influence 5 •. 
readinglchoices? 
.Although students 'indicated that the time spent · i-
watching television int~rfe red with th,eir reoadlng, both -~·· 
; "-:--- . . 
televi'sion and movies. appear to· ·influence their reading .~.' 
choices. Both .sexes agreed that movies and · televi sion .were 
the · second most important factor · in influencing their choice 
.... . 
of books. This may be related to the fact that'-those books 
are· in the realm of students' interests or th~ those books 
are readily available J,n ~aperbacks on' bookstands .and ' in I 
. - . 
book clubs for adolescents o Since students· spend so 'much 
I 
. .. 
time .yiewing television and follow up with reading books, 
perhaps there are means to exploit this interest in moVing 
students \JP the ladder of _?ppreciation. · 
Recomrnenda tions 
The following rec'omrnendatior:ts .C!re based on the 
preceding questions, answers and implications o 
I 
1. There is clear evidence that most schools lack 
. . . 
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rec'?mrnended tha1t schools seek me,ans to furnish the,ir 
.t . 
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lj ' ' ' . 
libr.aries and · classrooms with more books. Students' ex-. 
' 
', preSSed intereStS 1 a~ Well aS • the teacherS,· and librarians.' 
•• 
knowledge of books and adol.esc~ts, ~hould be an important 
·consideration tn choosing the books. 
~. sid~e the . ~itle of.' the book is the biggest factor :· 
in det~~ining· lboo'k choice~, . books sho.uld b: c1eearly and 
' ' . 
in~erestlnglJ: displayed in o a plq.ce · where all st.tidents. will 




. ' . 
Lack· of tirne ·is the ·greatest . deterrent: i!o leisure · . · .. . ~ · 
' ........ . 
reading and few 'schools· are providing reading periods . during 
. : • j' ! . 
! 
the school week. rt · is recommended that in scheduling. sub-
' . t \ • > • i . 
l • • • • • ~ .. • • • : I 
j'ect periods, attention "be -giv~~ ·to providing set time~ for 
1 ' 
J.ei sure reading. (. 
' ' :/ ' 
have good library .·habits. . For thls 
•• ' ' ' • I • ! I' . 
. . . . ' . ·. ' 
that· students be given formal i~- · : 
4' . . Few. s.tud'ents 
reason .i,t i ~ recommended 
struction in library use as well as time and opportunit;.y to 
implement these skills. 
5. Few students are fami;I:iar with the tit~es on~ 
the supplementary reading list or' are pa~ticul_~rly interested . . ' 
in the ones they are .familiar 'with. ·If is, therefore, recorn- ·., 
mended thc;1t thi's list be 'revised and. that 1;he · students' in-
; ' I 
I 
· te:t;ests be considered in , the revision. Perh!iPS students 
'. 
are not familiar with the prescribed bo:Oks peca~se they are 
.either unavailable ~ in the schools or are not easil-y accessible 
to th;-students. It i.s, thetefore; reco~e~ded that teache:rs, 
. . 
t~rough .in-s~rvice 'workshops, be · made. aware of the books on 
,,. ,'·. ' ' ··, 
( 
" ' 
-....-------_ ......... .,_ ... .. -- ·-~~-.-.-c..--+ 
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. 98 . . 
the list .and how to acquire. them for fheir classes. As 
.. ·~ ' - . } . . I 
well, teachers should he familiar with all: the books so that 
they may be able to share them with the students. Class 
. . . 
time should be set aside 'for the -presentation of these books . 
. ' 
RY either the teach~r or the students. Classroom and library 
- ~. 
~ . 
displ~ys, oral · :t;eaaings an.d 'book reports; as well as other 
ap~ropriqte related activities,could be beneficial in i~tr~ 
·~ 
du'cing these books to the students. 
. · . . 
• • · <#~ 
6. Sex,i.s the· dominant factor in reading i11terests. -~ 
More 'girls than· boys· are able to find-suitable books in 
. . ,...--. . ' 








their' s 'chool. . Therefore, it is recomptel)d.ed that the books 
' 
'• ,. 
chosen .for the schools and the supplementary reading list 
.. 
. . 
-be balanced so that they will 'appeal to both sexes. 
. 
7. ~eachers _ in.this" study had little influence on 
' , . .. . ( . . J . 
the -reading -choices of stu~ents. This may hi Hecause not 
all ~eachers are knowledgeable about books which are of 
• i~terest to this age group. It is, . therefore, recommended 
. 
that teachers include a ·course in adolescent literature in . 
• 
their program 'of studies. Teachers who have already com-
ple~ed their formal training should he provided with an 
opportun~ty to, increase ,- their awar~ness of suitable books. ·• 
Such opportunities may be · provided through' in-service 
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Books Read by I Boys 
Titles .are .arranged under each initial · letter with frequencies . 

































Clue of the Screeching Owl, The 
Colorado Kill Zone 





Count 'of Monte Cristo, The 
Count on the Saint 
Deadwood C'ity · 
Death on the Ice 
... 
~ -_, 







·. .. : 
Death ' Trap 
Death ValleY. 
*Deathwatch, 
Devil and Max Devlin, The 




Empire Strikes Bac~, The 
. Enormous ~gg ' · The 
Escttpe by North 
*E.T.- ·The Extra- Terrestrial 
Execu~·ioner, The 
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Ferguson Rifle, . Thr 
Fi'J'hting Five, The . 
Fi'ght for the Skies 
Freaky Friday · 
\ 
*Friday the 13th 
Gang Wars 
Going Home 
Goodnight Mr. .Tom 
. :Grand Prix 
-' Great Escape, Th~ 
. · , Gr~at ' .H9ckey _Legends 





• • ' I 





Herbie Goes to .Monte Carlo 
·Herbie, the Love Bug 
~exes, · Curses and Spells 
Hobbit, The .. 
· Hockey~ Great Rivalries 
Hockey' s Hotshots · . 
., 
HockeY.. Night . illl Canada 
Hold Fast;. ·. 
' Hot Cars 
~ · 
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• , 1 , 
. \·· 
Hous\ That sailed Away/ Thi=! 
How Ar._sts Work 
. ·\ ' 
How Beavers· Live· . I 
·. \ . . ' 
. ·Howling, The 
\ L , 
How to PicK Up Girls 
\ . 
\i . . · 
-.. 
,•. 107 . 
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1.'. I Died Here 
. I c 
. .. 
. "! . ! 
' . -
- I 
. In aeti Majest'y Is Secret Service 
- \" . . . 
.· .. *I _· Kn.ow\ What You Did Last s~er -~ 
~Island\ of the -. Blue Do.lph,ins . · 
. I ·. . 
. Ja~ob TWo-T~o 'Meets the Hooded Fang 
,.;~ . "i i . . 
*.Jaws \ l ' .· ! • • 
i,. I ... ···· ~ 
Johnny Tall Dog 
i 
I 
·.Joni · . ! 
; ~ ' I 
! 
*Journeyl Home, The 
' ~ • • • ' p 
Kavik the Wolf Dog 
·. ~ni9ht of the ··cart 
~ 
. I . . 
.. . 
•. Kun~ :Fu ·: . 
. ' ... , 
·r.,ast Bat;tle, ·The 
i. 
. ·.; · 
,. , . \ 




Learning • to Swim 
·. 
· Leman's Race 
<l 
· Lone Boy~ The 
. . Lord of .. the · Rings 
Lost. for Six Days 
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Man with the T~too, The 
I Marco Polo .. j ., 
f Midnight Runner [. Mini Bike Hero ~ 
I Miracle Worker, The -j 
•'' 
! Miss.ing I Chums, The 
f 
t 




t· *My side of the ~ountain • t~ ' ; . - '~ 
I t .. 
·. 
' .. Mystery · of the Chi.nese Junk-, The f j; ; 
' ' ~ 
*Night of Fire and a rood ...... \, ! .. . ~ 
' 
, . Nine Strange stories 
.. 
.; .  *Old Yeller . . ( 4) 
... On the Right Track . .. 
One Hundred Years of c.~.L. Football 
' . 
. ·openings ; 
I 
.. 
0 ~:-:t~ . i . 
.. \ l *Otter· 3-2 Calling 
(3) 
. ! 
: j I *Outsiders, The (15) 
I ' 
- Raiders of the Lost Ark •. '(2) 
-· '~ 1 ·' 
Red :f ' Pony, The ·· 
- ·. 
Return of the J edi, The ·:.: . ·( 2_) 
· . 
. Ripley's Believe It or Not , .. , ;_ ' " ' 
Robin Hood 
,. ·. 
*Rumble Fish : . \ (2~ ' . 
' 
Run for You'r Life 
. ' Run Indian Run · 
.. 




·\• . . 
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~Sawtooth Har~L~ Boy. 
Secret of. Skull Mountain, The 
., 
Secret of Spiral Bridge, The 
· *Secret Spy, The 
Shore Road Myster~, The 
. 
Silver Chair, The 
I \ Silver Wolf Sin bad the Sailor 
Si~ Million Dollar Man, 'The . 
.· 
Sky Hooks .. ,, 
Slasher'· The 
Something for Joey ) . ~. . . 
Spectator's Guide to Football, A 
. . 
, Spies of the Revolution 
Spy Who Lov~d Me, The 
Star Trek 
-Star Wars ·-
St~rs, Space and UFOs 
Stock car Racing u.s.A'.· 
Strange Compani~ns 
.. 
Stranger ·came .Ashore, ·A 
. ~ 
*~hat Was Then, This Is Now 
Three Musketeers, The 
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o Tri'Xie Belden Serie~ •· 
Truth abou-t--Life on Otha· ·Planets, T~e . 
·-
!!'ruth abol!t: Monster~, The. 
. '. 
~ 
Tuscany Ter..ror : 
: 
. 




. ' Warships 1860-t960 
Wet F'i-re ;, 
: .. . 
' -· Wh:en . Hi tier: Stole :pi-nk· Rabbit 
0 ~ • • - , 
.. · ·. Whi t .e Fang . .· . .J..,.-:,. 
Who . Is Bugs Potter?· __ ··: 
o P• 
World. W9r 'r 
· wor~d war II· .· . •"!· 
U.F.q.s 
*Underground bo ·Canapa 
*Very Far Away from ~nywher~ Else 
. . . . . . I ( 
*Vil~age_ ·of Vatnpfres ' 
~ ' . ~ . 
. . 
. ' 
I · .. 
• . . ' . 
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, - - ~itl~ ;re.arranged under nitial letter with frequencies 
~r'e than one indic_ated in the parentheses "at -the right. 
An '·asterisk in front,of a title indicates that the book was 
""! " . ·. 
>read by both· sexes .. 
_, .  
Andrea ' . 
· And This ;rs Laura J • Angie 
A Promise. to Come 
April, Love Sfo:i:'Y 
- ~ \ 
God·? It''s Me, Margaret I .. ( 22) 
. "'· 
*.{e ~-~u ·There 
• 
' I . 
I • 
• 
. . ' ~ 
. ··. 
\ 
A Touch of Love 
Beach Death 
'Beach House 
Bedknobs and 'Broomsticks 
Be My Valenti_ne 
B~t 'riiends, The 




Black Stallion Revolts, 
Blind Sunday 
Blubber 












. ::. · 
( 3) 
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Cal. ifornia Girl 
Cal. ling, The 
Cat Ate .MY Gymsuit, The ·. 
*Christina 1 s Worid 
Ch.risty 1 s Choice 
Class Pictures 
.. 
Crash ,a}ld the C'annibal.s, 'The, 
Dare to Love 
0 
,Dear Lola: · Or How to Build Your o~n Family A ·Tale 
Deadline ·at . ~pook Cabi.n 
•• Death Ange~ · 
f, ' . 
Deathwacch 
-.: ))eenie 
Diary of Trilb~ -;;.o-st. 
. . · .. 
Dog Named Wolf, A 
Dream Lover 
_. Dreams -Can Come True 
Dream Pirate 
Eas ie.st Way, ·The 
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For the Love of Ann 
~Friday the ·13th 
. 
Priends for. ~ Life 
. ' ~ .- : " 
. : 
. 1 




From · the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil F. Frankweiler 
.. . ·., ~ 
Funny Girl Like Me, A 
Get A Little Lost, Tia 
• ' · • .. f• • 
Ghost of Graydon :Plate, The 
Gift of Magic, 'A 
... 
Go Boy 1 A Li,fetime· behind· Bars 
Golden· Girl 
Haunted 





House on the Cliff , .The 
Iggie 1 s House · 
r 
r. Know What You Di.d 
*I Love You~ Stupid 
In My Sister 1 s Shadow 
International Ve:lvet · 
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. ! . . . ; 
~_;_ __ _ 
It's Not the -E;nd of the World 
Jane Eyre 
*Jaws 
*Journey Home, The 
' Jungle Jenny· 
Just Friends · 
Just ·sixteen 
I<athle~n, Ple~se Come to 
' I<id· ~other 
I< iss and Tell 
'L 
I< iss for .,Tomorrow, A 
~night · to· Remember, A 
Lassie ( . . 
· Last Sununer 
Lesson in Love 
Library of Horses, The 
Light . Keepers, The 
Lisa 
Me 
Little . House on the Prairie 
Little ·princess 
Little Sistex;- . 
! 
Lost in the Ba.rrr~s 
I 
+.-ove Song for Bep~y 
I 
Love - Tangle .of Roots 
I 







Love You? Hate You? I Just Don • t Know 
! 
Me and Mr. Stenner 
. i ·' 
' ,,. 
.1,· · 
' · -··" , .. 
.. :: ·, 
.,... ... _ . 
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Me and· My Mona Lisa Smile -:' · 
Mommie Dearest 
Moonraker's Bride 
*My Bodyguard . 
*My Side of the Mountain 
Mystery of the Unsolved Cases_, The 
Mystery pf. Lila.c Inn · 
Mystery of Terror Castle 
*Night of Fire ~nd Blood --
Night Wind, The 
Nikki 
i 
· .-Ninety-eight .Pound Duckling, The -
*Old Ye.ller 0 
.. 
Qne Kind'of Love 
·One on One 
•· 
.. 
Otherwise Known as Sheila the Great 
*Otter 3~2 Calling 
*9utsi.ders_, The 
. . ':' 
. Red Room Riddle, The 
. . 





.Sam a~d Me 
Satu~4ay Night DaEe 
l 
*Sawtooth Harbour Boy . 
sealed with a Kiss 
. ... . 
·.--..:...I 
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s'econd Star- to '·the Right 
Secrets · 
Secret Identity 
*Secret Spy,· r:rhe 
Secret ·SUriuner of L. ~E.B., .The 
seventeenth -Summer· 
Sing Down the Moon 
1 
Sixteen · can Be s~eet 
I 
. ' Son of -Black Stallion 
, I 
, I 
Sooner or La.ter · ! 
Sounder .. 
•. S~ar~ing Sally · F. Fr,ee¥an as H~r·se"lf' 
Stay Sweet Love 
. !: 
~tpry of Annfe, · ·The 
. . . 
Summer of Fear 
Suminer of the Sky-Blue 
Superfudge 
.. 
Sw~ss Fam~ly · Robinso_n 








· .. : . ·\ 
Taies of a Fourth Grade Nothing · 
Tex ., 
·*That· Was Then, This Is Now 
' Th~se Happy Golden Years 
Three · Desparate Days. 
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' ·· I 
. I " 
~ime, Trap .... 
To 'Ki.ll a Mockingbird 
Too Much in Love 
. I 
Too · You~g for- Love 
Wait for Marcy 
. . ~ , . 
Waiti.ng .Garnes 
' · , Warriors, . :~'he 
We ·Belong Together . .. . 
I o 
' Whi:m Sep_tember Returns 
' , 
· · : . Who qares about. K_aren 
; . o I ' ' 
Why .·Di.d You Leave Me? ·. 
Winter Love J ' 
. ' 
.Witch of Blackbird Pond, The 
....... 
Wolf Run 
Wrong Boy, . The 
un·dergro)lnd to Canada 




, ( • 
' • ; 
' • 
·*Very Far Away from Anywhere Else 
Vi sion, _The 
You Slnd Me 
-~ . 
.·. 
.· .. , 
I . . . , ' .. 
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Bqys' Favourite Bqo'ks 
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· Boys 1 Favourite Books 
··120 
'Titles ~re arranged ui,der each initial letter with f~equencies 
:·of more tha.~ 'On~ indi-cated in the parentheses at the' right. 
~ 
I t ~· • • 
·•. An .asteris~ in fron.t · of a 'title indicates that the book was 
. . •, . 
' ' 
. rea_d by . both. ,sexes • 
. ' 
.· 
Amateur, ·,. The · · 
- .. 
' 
- ~ityyille Horror, The 
. BaJa 500 
. Blackbriar · 
. . . 
.. *B~ack stallion·,_ ·· '1;he . , 
· · Bladerunner 
io~ca~ Child~ en, Th.e 
.. Burn Out 




. ,..._.., . 
.. 
' .. . ; , ' • 
' 4 
*Gharlie and ·the Chocolate Factory 
*Charlotte 1 s Web 
*Chris'tina 1 s Worlq 
Count on the Saint 
Death on the. Ice 
*Deathwatch .. · 
. 
..• 
·~ 1 · 'oev11
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Eagle, The . 
' · Enorm~<J~;-~· 
~~· ·; 
. . 
-~~E .• T. ~. The Extra-Terrestrial 
Fight for . the. Skies 
.. · . .. 
Fighting Five·, The :. 
I 
, Flight of t:he White Wolf .· 
For.~y Days Lo.st 
*Friday the .. 13th 
. · GJ:"eat Escal'e, Th:e 
. ' \ 
· .:' 
' · Great Hockey Legends·· 
G~izz1y, The 
. *Hallowee.n 
. . . 
' *Hobbit, The · · 
'. Hockey's Hotshots 
Hot C~r 
~ 























- ~·' l • • • ' 
' 0 
*Islan'd of the Blue · Dolphins· 
-
Joni -
*Jotfrney Home, The · "' 
I. 
· Kavik · the wolf oocj · 
.. , .. .. 
Lassi~ Come Home · 
J;.ast . warpath, Tlie 
. r.ife ·· and Career o£ ·Mary1ynn . Chamtiers · .· 
.. 
'Lit,tle Max 
· Littl·e Red Bicycle 
'. .  ·. 
' 
.. ~ . · .. 
· .. . 
.. : . ., 
.. · 
I , ;., 
... . ... 
. 
., . 
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,. , .· 
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• . 
.Lord: o.f the Ri-ngs 
. . 
Magician•s· Nephew, 
. , . . 
· · · ·-~~ tith the . Tatoo 
.. .. _, . . . . . 




The . \ ... . . 
~ ~ . . . 
• ' · ' ... Mini Bike Hero 
f 
,.., 
• Mini "Bike -Rider 
Missing . Chums, . The .. 
My :Bodyguard 
*Old Yeller · L.. /.' ' 
On .Top of the Mountain · · 
*Otter 3-2 Caliing. 
Our Man Westoh 
-· ,t . . 
. . ; ' .. . 
J 
' 
~· .. : 
: . ~-. 
; J 
· · •·outsiders··, ·.The · ~ . ·. · .. 
·.'. 
., 
Q PJ..anet of the ·Apes 
Poltergeist · 
Pol tergei.st of Jason' Money 
. •' 
Robinson cru'soe 
Ru~away . Ralph 
'- . 
, . ' · 
·Run for Your Life 
Rumble Fish 
*SaWtooth Harbour Bby 
S~cret of Pirate's ·Hall, The 
secret· spy~ The 
· Si~ver Wolf 
·. 
Six . Milfion Dollar Man~ The ; 
-. Snowball Express 
o I lo 
-. 
' . 
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I , ' 
-~ P.ie~/ of the Revolution 
' I 
Strange . Comp~nions 
Supe~ 
TeW-es to Tremble ~ 
Three ~u~~~-t~er~., The 
Time Trap 
,Tom Sawyer . 
. •,. 
Towering Inferno, The 
Treasufe Is.land . 1-- ., 
~~uth- about .Mons~ r , Th~ · 
,Tuscany Terror~- . . , . : . . .. 
T.V. and' Me, fthe 
. ; . 
20, 0 0 0 Leagues under the Sea 
' U. F.O. 
.... . _.. 
Underground Passage, The 
Unde*ground to Canada 
*Village of Vampires 
Vision, The 
Warhsips of World War II 
Wasn • t the Future Wonderful? 
World war ·I:r 
.  
... 









































. · . 
I 








: .. · . 
. ' •~ -
,\ 


























































,..._ .. ~ ... 
.  








Girls' Favourite Books 














































. ' · 
' ' I 
, •, ·. 





.Girls'· Favourite. Books 
.• . I 
' • I 
·Titles ; are arranged under each ini tia·l · letter, with frequencies. 
I . 
. of more than one · indicated ih ·the parentheses . at the right'. 
. ,· 
An asterisk in front of' a 'title indicates that the book was 
rJ 
. . 
read by ebo»h sexes. 
_. ,. Ain '· ~ Looking · 
' \~Alive 




Are You There .God? 
\ 






Biggest' Riddle Book in the World 
Black . Beauty 
*Black Stall'ion) The 
, Blubber 
' 
*Charlie an.~fth~ Chocolate F<!-ctory 
*'charlotte· ·~ Web 
, *.Christina • s Wor"l.d 
C· Christy's Choice 
Crash and the Cannibals, The 
D~adllne at Spook Cabin · 
·' 
.·. 




Dog Named Wolf, A 
.• 











. ( 2). 
. ( 2) 
. ( 2) 
(2) 
. ... ' . 
\ I 
\ 
~--:::--: ... ---/ .J·-
. :Don't •Hurt Laura / ;'/ 
.. .. 
Dream Lover 
I .... ' . 





*E.T. - The Extra-Terrestrial ·t f I 
Fir.st Love 
.. 









*Friday the 13th 
1 
t 
,. Friends for Life 
·! 
f 





·G&t a · L:Lttie Lost, Tia 
. . , . I ' .. ~ 
,. Ghost of Wendy Hill, ·The r-
Gi:ft of Magic, A 
.. *H.alloween 
-
Haunted House r . 
0 Heidi l . 
.. *Hdbbit, The 
Iggie's House ~ . .. 
· *Island of the Blue Dolphins 
. It Is Not the End of. the ~orld 
I 've Missed a Sunset or Three ~ . ·J 
Johnny Tall Dog 
~ . 
*Journey Home • 
Kiss for Tomorrow, A 
Less·on ·in Love 





















. \~~ . 
. ~~ ~ , j • 















. · Little Sister ' l 
i. 
Lost in the Barrens 
.,# _.a- . .. 
J~ 
Love song for Becky ·. -·.-
Love - Tangle of Roots 
Molly'~ Christmas Present ... 
~ 
Mommie Dearest 
My Side of the Mountain 
· Night Wind, The 
*Old Yeller .. 
*Otter 3-2 Calling 
.. 
*Outsiders, The ' ~ ·: .. ( 23) ! . 




.sam and Me <> 




Second Star to the Ri<Jht 
~ Otherwise Known as She ila the Great 
' 
Starry Sally J. Freedman as Herself 
Summer of Fear 
Summer of the Sky-Blue Bikini 













,. Ta l es of a Nothing (2) 
... 







































Tiger · Eyes 
That Was Then, This Is Now 
Toby Lived Here 
Very Far•Away f!om Anyone Else 
. . 
~Village of Vampires 
Waiting Games 
-.We Belong Together 
.· Your S~cret Admirer 







t t \ 
' 
~· 
. · ... 











. , . 
· .. 
































... jt': ~ '• 
r 
• -· 





4 · , • 
..: ·.· 
Books " Recommended by Boys 







________ ..,...... _____ . -· 










Books Recommended by Boys 
' 
~ \ . f 
Titles are arranged under each initial letter with frequencies · 
' ' 
of more than one inci'icated in the parentheses at .the right. 
An asterisk in front of~ title indicates tha~:the'book was 
r~ommended by both sexes. 
Beware the Fish' 
: ~·, 
Big Ben 
Big Red .. . 
r 
*Black Stallion, TJle . . .' '( 2) : . 
... • Blue Thuntler (2) 
.. . • • l 
B'rains and Books 
· . . 
. .. 
. . 




Bushes and Bears 
Chancy • ' 
Ch~ap Detective, The 
Connecticut Yank~e in 
.. 
King Arthur's C.o\l,:z::t, A 
Death _on the Ice 
Empire Strikes Back, The 
.I 
/ . 
Enter the Ninja 
Extra- Terrestrial··.·· ·•. 
. 
*E •. T. - The '( 2) 
~ 
' . .Far from shore 
: •·. 
.. ~ 
Flight of the White Wolf 
*Forever ... 
.' · .... ~' .. . 
. . 





























-- --·- ... ... 
Great Names in.Sports 
Guardian, The 
Heaven Can Wait 
Hobbit, The 
Hold Fast · 
Hot Cars 
·How to Train" Your Dog 
Iceblink. 
'9 
Incredible Journey, The 
Joey 






King Arthur . and His Kn-ights of the· Round Ta,ble . 
Last of the Mohicans, The 
Last Warpath,_ The 
· ·Li.fe in the Stars 
Lord of the . Ring~ 
. 
Lost Island, . The 
·' 
Marco Polo · 
-· " .. 
*My Side of the Mountain 
Mystery of Lost Lake, The 





Otter 3-2 Calling 
.. 
*Oubsiders, · The . 
Paul Bunyan Swings His Axe 


















'" \ { ... ~ ~ l 
132 .~ l r. 
t 
. , i" 
Planet of the Apes 
• I 
l *Polt~rgeist (2l 
Porky's :-:. 
. 
--r ~ 1 
l Raider's of the Lost Ark (2) ,: 
' 
Ripley• s Believe .. I~ or N,ot (~) 
· \. 




. - .·Rpn for You"k Life 
' j. 
*Sawtooth Harbour Boy (2) • t 
I 
!- scho.ol Is a I;>rag . t I 
Shark Lady 
1' , -.~ 
. ~ 





i s 'tartrek -·· (2) - .. 
' . 
*Star Wars 
,_,. .. (4) 
.r.· 
Superman (2) 
.*That Was Then, This Is Now (2) 
Treasure Island 
r 
TWo Thousand Pound Goldfish, The · 
War of the Worlds, The \ 


















'•'•"";·• . ... . ._ . .-.... , • - ¥ '~~""'-' ..,._,.,... . ' 



















r { . 











I ,. ;I .. I 
.! I .. .I ,. 
. ' 
·' . 















'.,. ~ . .,..,..- ··· -......--·--.-·,. . ... -- .. - ·-.... ~· ·- · ---... -- ---- . 









~ . . ' 















Books Recommended by Girls 
t . \. 
Titles are arranged under each initial letter with frequencies 
of more than one indicated in the parentheses .at· t;he righ.t • 
. 
. . 
. An .asterisk in front of a title indicates that the book was 
. reco~ended by poth sexes. . . 
AlierL Music, An : 
I . • . 
And Other Sweet Dreams 
- . ' 
' Are You There God? . · It's Me, Margaret 
Beautiful Girl · 
*Blac~ Stallion, The 
Bla9k .Stallion .Challenged, The 
. _< 
Blood Thirsty · . 
~lubber 
/ / Call of the Wild, The 
• 
can You Sue Your Parents for Malpractice? 
Charl6tte's Web · 
Christy's Choice 
Class Pictures 
Dance. with Me ·· 
/ 
I Dear Lo~a: · Or How to Build Your OWn Familr: ·A Tale 
. , 
" , 1, 
Did You He~r What Happened to Andrea? 
Dragon ' Children, The 























. · ~ 
. " 
-










( -) t 
' 
I 





' . - I 
.. 
I . . . . ' 
i *E.T. - The Extraterrestrial 
! 
First Blood 
.. . . 
' 
*Forever 
*Friday .the 13th 
Gentle Ben-
. · Ghost Lover 
Gypsy from Nowhere . 
. Heidi 
' Helen Keller 
Highway to Valour 
Honey of a Chimp, A 
' . ' /. 
'Iggie' s. House , 
. < 
I Know What You Did Last Sununer 
·Island o·f the Blue _Dolphins 
It's Not the· End of the World 
Johnny Tall Dog 
Just You and Me 
. Kiss Daddy Good-Bye 
Lesson ·in Love 
Lisa 
-Little Sister 
Long Distance Love 
Love Story, 
' 
Man of Swclner 
\ 
Man O'War I 




































. ) . 
. 










Moo.nraker' s Bride. 
My Bodyguard 
. 
My Brother Is Special 
' 
.My .Darling, My Hamburger 
I • , . 
*My Side of the Mountain 
National -Vel~et­
Night Wind, ~he 
*Outsiders, The 
· Pinballs 
*Polterg'eist ' •, 
' · 
P.S. I Love You. 




Sam and Me 
*Sawtooth,Harbour Boy 
-
·Second Sp:ti~gtime, A 
. . 
' ' 
· Second Sta·r to. the Right 
$ecret Garden, The 
Shining, The 
Skeezer 











' ' ' 
Starring Sally. ·J. Freedman as Herse~f 
*Star Wars 
... .' 
- · -·--'--... ... 
. :. ) 
' .. 
....., I , ' 
- . . . 




















It f . 
" i 
.. ~ . 
.. 
t· ~~ 





Summer Illusion, A 




Sylvia · · 
Te~n Angel~ 
Tex: 
*That Was Then, This 
' 
rhoroughbred, The . 















) i~e to Love, a Time to Mo.urn, A 
Toby Lived Here 
"' "' . ........:.. 
. ~ . . 
Too Much in Love ·. (2 ),.; . . .· 
-. ·' 
,; .. : .. . .. 
Too Young for Love ( 2) .·· 
, 
Up from Nowhere (2). .- ' 
Warriors., . The. 
';, 
( 2 )· 
We Belong · Togeth.er (2) 
. 
You and Me' ( 2) ~ 
Zapped 
·.' 
. ·, : I 
·~ 
. ,. 
















. • j . 












































Books Read by Boys Because TheY Saw'The 1 Movie or T.V. Snow 
.' 
Titles are arranged under each initial letter with frequencies 
' (} 
of ·. more than one indicated in the parentheses at the right. 
An asterisk in front of a•titl~ indicates that the book was 
read by both sexes • 
All About Emily 
Amateur, The 
' Amityville Horror, The .. 
~; . I . 
Ann of Green Gables · 
,. . i 







*Black Stallion, . The 
Bl"aderunner 
Blue Thunder 
Bridge o;ver The ,River K~ai 
·. . . . 
Buck Rogers in the 25th c 'en'tul:y 
Call It Courage 





Clash· of the Titans 






















Carnien: The Omen II 
*Dark Crystal, The 
Death on the Ice 








Force Ten from Na~arone 
·*Freaky Friday 




· Guns of Navar9ne, The 
*Halloween 
*Heidi 
Herbie.Goes · sananas 
Herbie Goes to Monte~Carlo 
.· . \ 




Island of the Blue Dolphins 
*Jaws 
Joey 
Killing Mr. Griffin . 
King Kong 














. ( 2) 
(10) 
' 
- - - ------- - - ·-------"---- - ··-·-· -- -------:---..-·-·. 
• 
. ,. 







*My Side· of the Mountain 
*Oh Heavenly Dog 
*Old Yeller 






*Return of the Jedi 
*Rocky 
*Roots 
















































Watcher in the Woods 
Witch, the Lion, and the 
*World's Greatest Athlete 
.... 
























....:.: .. ;:._ 
: 
.... 






, • • ' I 
I 
. .. l 
·i · 
1 





APPENDIX H '-, ' I 
Books Read by Girls 
. .»-
Because They saw' 

















Books Read by Girls Because- They Saw The Movie or T.V. ·show 
Titles are arranged under eaeh. initial letter with .trequenci~s . 
.. of ~ more than one indica~ in the parentheses· ·at the .tight. 
An asterisk in front of a title indicates that the book ·was 
read by both sexes. 
And ·This Is Laura 
Annie 
*Benj i 
*Black Stallion, The 
'Blind sunday . 
Carrie 
./ . 





- Cattle Annie and the .Little Butches 
*Champ/ The 
Charlie and the Chocolate Facto~y 
Charlotte • s Web 
Christmas Story, 'A 
*Close Encounters · of the Third Kind 
*Dark Crystal, The 
·*Empire Strikes Back, The 
Endless Love 
. - . 
*E,T. The Extra-Terrestrial 
.. 
Fame 
' Famous F~ve, ~he 
• " • < 
•' . 
First Blood •• 
., . .. 
Flight into Danger 
"'' ' ' 




. ' I 
' \' 
l 






















/ ; ' _ ___ 
For the Love of Benj i 
· ·*Freaky Fr~day 
*Friday the 13th 
---Ghandi 
Gift for Joey, A 











Herbie Goes Bananas 
*Herbie, the Love Bug 
Ice Cast~es · 
Incident at Hawk • s Hill 
. , .. 
. \ ,. 
Incre_dible Journey, The 




Kramer vs. Kramer 
Lassie 
Lassie Com(! Home 
Little House on the Prairie 
Meatballs 




: .. t • 
.. 
.. 




" (12 y 
(4) 
( 2 ) . .. 














. .,. j : 
*Monunie Dearest c ( 2) .; 
~My Bodyguard (6) 
• l 
' I My Brother Is Special 
-' " ' i 
' ·t 
f 
*My Side of the Mountain. 
' . 




Nine to Five 
-
Officer and a _Ge.ntleman, An ' ,J 
· . 
. ' 
' *Oh Heavenly Dog 
. 
*Old Yeller ~ (10) ' 
{ • . 
' .. , . ''• *Out~iders, The ,' ( 36) . •, < .. 





*Pol:tergeist .0 ,. ( 4) 
*Porky's (3) 
Raiders of the Lost Ark ( 2, . 
Red Badge of Courage, The (2) 








Sea Creature, The 
Separate Peace, A 
·t I Shaggy D.A., The 
I 
I· Sometimes I Don't Love My Mother ,, (2) 
i 




, I *Star Wars 
·.t *Superman (2J 
' , 















































*Tex . (6) 
. ' . 
That's Incredible 
That wa·s Then, This Is Now 
. 
*Thornbirqs , The . ( 2) 
Tucker's Country.side 
20 ';ooo Le'agues under the Sea ( 2 } 
*Warrio-rs, The ' 
We Interrupt This ' semester for an I mportant Bulletin 
Who Has Seen the Wind? . 
't~ • 
Winter Love 






. ~ . 

























Boys • Responses· 'to the Supplementary 


























. ' "':-: 
:·_-' . 
• 
. .. ""~ . ,. ~ . 
../ 
... ; . 
: 
• ,. 
.. ..}~ .... 
- :: . 
~-r · \' 
-· 
~ ·Iesponses: · Books. listed acoording to frequency of "Have ~ad". 
~- : ... _ 'Ibtal nurber of boys = 169·. · .1 
(Books are listed fran trose nost read to t:OOse least _read) 
Section B ( Questiormaire) 
After each of the following titles check the appropriate box (Have read, Have not read but 
am familiar with title, Am not familiar with title). If you .have read the book and have 
checked _the have read box, check one of the following boxes: interesting, not interesting, 
neutral. · 
. ,.... 
Have oot hn rot Interesting tot Neutral 1'0 i 
...... 
~ . read but am familiar interesting tt'.es!X>nse Title familiar wittr < 
with title title 
~ 
1. Old Yeller 95 51 17 . 73 13 9 6 
' 
2. 'lhe OUt,siders 83 57 24 68 ' -. ~· . 9 6 5 
3. Island of the Blue D:>ll;ilins 65 . 53 45 so 5 10 6 
·4. io, ooo Ieagues under the Sea 53 54 57 ,. 51 1 1 5 
5. 'l!1e call of the Wild 47 ' 65 46 . 39 2 - 6 11 
6. '1he Grizzly 43 46 70 35 4 ' 4 10 
-
' 
7. H:>t cars 4,3 1 35 82 32 5 6 . 9 
a.· Burn Qlt 47 32 85 36 • 2 9 ·s 
. . 





























10. Big led . 
.11 .. Silver W:>1f 
12. Otter J-2 Calling 
1.3. 'lhe Olangel.ing 
. , 
14. ·lDSt in. the Barrens 
1.5. A Stranger Carne Ashore 
16. !JJke Balwin' s VCM 
. H. sawtooth HarlJou.r Boy . 
19. 1be War of the ~rlds . . 
19. '!bat Was 'l:hen, 'lh.is is N:M 
. . 
20. Skeezer 
21. 'lhe Silver SWord ... 
22. Caribou .~Y 
-.. 
• " 
Have Have not . 
read read but am 
familiar 
with title 
36 . 63 
34 44 . 































101 ~ · · .1.3 . 
\ 100 13 I 
127 9 
.. 
































































.. ~ . .... ~ 
• • I ' 












23. I am narid 13 
24. Million DOllar. Duck 13 
25. Banner in ·the . SJcy 13 
. . . 
26 . readline. at SlX)Ok cabin 12 
27. Q::lpper Sunrise 12 
'2B. ~ incredi.ble Journey 11 
. From t;he Mixed-Up Fl.les of 29. Mrs • .Basil F. Frankweiler ' 11 . . 
30. .. Hot Fed ·10 
31. '1he Black Joke . 10 
32. 'Dle Weird Witch's Spell. 9 . 
-33~ '1lle 'lhin Grey f1an 9 
.· 
-34. Karen, 8 
. 
35. A Wrinkle in Tirre ~ · 8 
36 . · ·'lb!· RX:ky: M:?Pntaf? M:lnster _ · 8 
. .. 
.. 
---~ --.· -- - -~ . 
-._,.· . I 






. am familiar . 
















-._ . .· 





J1m nOt ' Interesting 
familiar 
with .. ~ 
title ' 
107 9. 
112 1 · 
. 87 
.. . 7 
130 ' 10 .· 
113 10 
-
109 : 10 
135 6 
120 . 6 :. 
. 
116 ... 
' 9 .' 
. 
-. . 
119 5 . . 





120 ' 5 . . 
126 a.· . ·_ 
~ - ~ 





4 ' 2 







0 _4 · . 
1 ·o ' 
2 2 
3 1 
. . 3 . . 1 
2 1 





























. J ·;~+ ·:· 
.. -: .. 
..  
Section B ( oo~t;.inued>: 
~ 
Have Have rot Am rot 
reacl read but am, farni.l~ . Title -
- familiar · with , 
with title title 
·' i v 37. Clarence the T.V. Dog 8 33 122 
38. Sam and f:E 7 34 .. 121 
39. · Shad:Jw of a Bul.l 6 27 120 
'40. '1he ~li Pack 6 27 
-
. 127 . 
; 41. o.Jr Exploits at west POint 6 24 130 
42.- Anne's House of ~ 6 • 20 135 
43. Puck Hog , 6 22 . 137 
44. 'Ihe Witch of Blackbird POnd 6 34 119 . 
45. Fran Anna 6, 21 .136 
46. Singled Qu.t 
. . 
' 4 23 140 
47. Qlest of the Golden Garnet 4 27 . 131 
48. Nkwal.a 3 18 . 143 
49. Masters of Ravenspur 2 25 '. 123-
50. Bushes and Bears 
f. : . 
2 18 140 
51. Iceblink 2 29 132 
-
Seventeenth surnrer 2 . . 112 52. 45 
i· 











" 4 2 
.. 4 . 2 
•. 
.. 



















d ' 2 
. . 
, 1 ' 1 
~ 
2 0 























































. , . 







· J" ( 








-.. -. . 











· . ..... . 
. .. · APPENDIX J 
Supplerrien'l t .ary . . Girls' Resp8nses to the 
R~ng List from .the 
of Education 




· .. • 
-.. .... 
. .. : 





. ~ · 
.... .. 
' ... ,, . I ' 
• 




































Girls' IeSp::mses: BOOks Tis ted according to f~cy o·f "Have ~ad". 
·'Ibtal mrrber of giris = 154 
Section· B (Q.lestionnaire) 
'· 
... 
After each of the following titles check the appropriate box (Have ·read, Have not read but 
am familiar with-title, Am not familiar .with title). If you have read the book and have 
checked the have read box, check one of the following boxes: interesting, not interesting, 
neutral. 
/' 
: ~ve Have rot J\m rot Interesting Not, Neutral No 
' 
Title 
I read read but am familiar interesting ~esp:>nse 
familiar with 
with title title 
-
1. 'Ihe OJtsiders 87 38 16 80 5 2 13 
. 
IslaiX:l of the Blue D:llfXU.ns 
. 
2. 86 44 16 75 2 9 a 
3. Old Yeller 70 52 26 57 6 7 6 
4. Million lbllar DJck 41 41 57 29 6 6 15 
5. 20, 000 Leagues Under the sea 39 48.: 54 27 ', ·, \ ' 6 6 13 
- \ 6. Seventeenth Surrrrer 37 44 65 34 1 2 B 
'!hat Was '!hen, 'Ibis is. N:Jw ' r- ' 18 7. 32 36 68 30 2 0 
8. 'Ihe Olangel ing 30 44 67 - 29 1 0 13 
·- --
--








Sect.ial B < oontinued) 
~ 
- Title . 
10. Call of the Wild 
11. wst in the Barrens 
12. Karen 
13. "lhe Grizzly 
14. Sam and Me 
15. Skeezer 
16. Burn Qlt 
17. Big JEd 
18. Sawtooth Haz:bour Eoy . 
19. ~ine at Spook cabin 
I 
20. ~ Witch of Blackbird Pond 
2L I:Eathwatch 
I 
22. A Stranger Carre ~re 
. 
--
---- - - -----~-
• 
Have Have rot 



















1m rot Interesting N:>t Neutral N:> 
familiar Interest.ing ~ 
with 
title 
56 17 4 3 16 
67 15 4 3 14 




80 13 1 8 8 
83 19 3 , 0 12 
94 .16 4 2 11 
-
91 18 1 2 6 
73 10 2 8 14 
113 · 18 ,. 0 
-1 10 . 
. 110 . 16 0 -/ · 13 
92 16 1 2 14 
78 11 4 . 3 15 
101 11V 4 0 15 
~ --~ 
-~ ..... 









23~ Anne 1 s House of Dreams 
-
24. '1he Weird ~i tdl 1 s Spell · 
-
25. Luke Baldwin 1 s 'k:M 
26. Fran the Mbced-;L\:1 Files_ pf · Mrs. Basil F. Frankweiler -
27. Fran Anna 
28. '1he Incredible Jow:ney 
39. A Wrinkle in Tilre 
30. Silver ~lf 
31. Hot cars 
-
32. Banner in the Sky 
33. 'lhe Rx:ky f.bWltain M:>nster 
34. Cooper Sunrise 
35. I am David 









































• • .I 
'\ 




84 9 5 
. 111 13 0 
J 
. 101 6 4 
124 11 0 
. 95 12 1 
84 11 0 
95 8 0 
89 6 2 
108 . 4 4 
·--
100 5 1 
-::. 
121 5 1 
114 3 2 
103 4 2 
r, 









































Sec.tion B (continued) · 
1... 
. 
Have Have oot r.n rot 
( read read but am familiar 
• Title familiar with 
with title title 
. 
37. Hot fej . 4 ' 36 100 
38. 'nle 'Ih.in Grey Man 4 15 "125 
-
39. 'Ihe Wx>f Pack 3 25 113 
40. 'lbe Black Joke 3 25 112 




42. Otter 3-2 Calliilg 3 17 121 
43. 'Ihe war of the ~rlds 2 19 121 
44. PucK Hog 2 10 ~29 
45. ()lest of the Golden Gannet 2 17 119 
46. fbtbre 1 4 140 
47. Bushes and Bears 1 10 136 
48. Iceb1ink 1 12 127 
49. Masters of Ravenspur 1 8 131 
so. ShackM • Bull 1 7 132 
51. caribou Rmaway 0 18 126 
52. Nkwa..la 0 10 131 
























































































. . I 
. I 









Le~sure Reading Questionnaire 
for Students in 
· Grade Seven and Eight. 
159 
Name of School ; 
-------------------------------------------------
Number of Classrooms 
Your Age Sex Grade 
I 
This questionnaire deals with your leisure reading 
interests and habits: it is not asking about read1ng you 
are required to do in connect~on with class assignments. 
Please answer every question as accurately as you can. So 
that it will be impossible to identify any individual's 
work, you are not asked to place your name anywhere on the 
questionnaire. You should feel free to give your own 
opinion frankly. Your answers are important and w1ill help 
in research in education. . 
·Section A 
1. (a) Do you enjoy reading in your leisure time? . Check 
(.,.,) one. 
1. " 2. No 
I (b) If you enjoy leisure reading what are the chie£ 
,reasons? . From the list below choose three, 
labelling them 1, 2, 3, in order of importance. 
(1) teachers have encourag~d me to read. 
(2) there is muqh reading in my home . 
{3) readi ng is my hobby. ' 
(4) I like to use my imagination . 
.. 
( 5) I like to r e ad f or information. 
( 6) ' I have forme d the habit of getting books 
( 7) 
( 8) 
from the library. ' 
I have a book collection of my own. 











2. Apart from the reading that you do for your school courses · 
and assignments, what are your reading habits? Choose 
three, labelling them 1, 2, 3, in order of importance. 




in preference, to other forms of recreation· 
when I am required to read 
. --
when there is nothing else to do 
( 5) often when I should b'~ doing home assignments 
(6) in my free time at school 
3. (a) Do you find in your classroom any books you !'ike to 
read in your leisure time? Check ( ) one. 
( 1) Yes ( 2) No 
(b) Do you find in your school li~rary any books you 
like to read in your leisure time? 
( 1) Yes ( 2) 




in the last month? 
in the last four months? 
in the last year? 
No 
5. Name two of the books you h~e read and enjoyed within 
the last year. 
(1) 
(2) 











7. Non-fiction refers to writing that ~s factual. · The 
setting, characters. and events in non-f ictio'n are real. 
Choose any of the following types of non-fictional books 
in which you are interested. Number them 1, 2, 3, etc. 
in order of your preference. (You are not asked to 







. ~ (6} 







life stories of interesting people 
• 
development and description of games and 
activities. 
exploring new and strange lands 
-~ 
inventio·ns and scientific discoveries 
bobbie's and handicr afts 
accounts of wars and conquest . l 
self-improvement, dress, . manners, grooming 
' . 
nature boQks, the sea, animals, birds 
occupations and ~areers 




8. ·. Fiction is imaginative writing. It refers', to any story 
in which characters, setting, _ or events -are imaginatively · 
created. Choose any of the following types ·of fiction 
which you like to read in your leisure time. Number .them · 
1, 2, 3, etc. in order of your preference. (Number only 
those you really like to read.} 
(1} stories about real animals 
(2) stories about animals that talk 
(3) adventure stories about young p~ople 




stories about life 
·love stories 
fantasy - stories 
.. ~ .. 
in the past 



































mystery and detective stories 
science fiction, including space travel 
I 
I 
_._ . Storj~s . of careers Gr personal achievement 
. I 
sports stories . \ 
travel stories 
humorous stories 
•western • ·stories,. cowboys, pioneer days 
myths ~nd legends 
others? Plea~e specify. 
·' 
' 
any of the following· which you occasionally 
0 read. (or would choose to read 'if they . were 












(3) occasionally but not regularly 
. . 
( 4), not at all 
How often do you read magazines? Check 
( 1) daily 
.. 
( 2) t: weekly 
( 3) 
_ -occasionally but not re9ularly 



















11. ·(b) What type of magazine do you like most·? Choose 
three, numbering them 1, 2, 3, in order of 
preference. (lf you . read a magazine which does 
hot seem to fit one of the listed types, name it 
ln number 10.) 
(l) hobbies and handicrafts 
(2) news, current events 
(3) movie li.fe, film stars, Holl~ood, etc. 
(4) love 
(5) science fiction, space travel 
• ( 
(6) nature, the out-of-doors, animals, birds, 
and the like 
( 7) teen magazines 
( 8) sport 
(9) comics 
I 
(10) others. Please name. 
(c) Choose any of the .following magazines which you like 
to read. Number them 1, 2, 3, etc. in order of your 
preference. (You · are not asked to number them all. 
Number only those which you read a~d enjoy.) If you 
read a magazine that is not listed, name it in 
number 13. 
( 1) Maclean's Magazine 
--...-
, (·2) Miss Chatelaine 
( 3) ·National Geographic 
( 4) Newsweek 
(5) OWl, 
(6) Popular Mechanics 













(10) Sports Illustrated 
(11) Hot Rod 
( 1.2) Time 
(13) Other. Please .. specify. 
In each of the following groups check (/) the type of 
reading material you prefer. 
( 1) fact • (. ) <:>r fiction 
(2) poetry or . prose 
. ( 3) plays or essays 
(4) newspapers or magazines ) . 
··13. When you are selecting a book to read in your leisure 
time, what helps yo'u most in making yo~r choice? 
Check (~) up to three. 
(1) the title of the book 
(2) the teacher's or librarian's suggestion 





< e > 
( 9) 
( 10) 
the number of pages 
a friend's recommendation 
readability - size of print, length of 
paragraphs, etc. 
discussion of the book in c!"ass 
/ 
authorship (the writer) 
rela~ of book to work being done in school 
influence of movie or television 





14. List the titles of two books you think should be 




15. Name any two books you have read because you have seen 
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19. (a) Is time set aside in'your time-table for periods 
in which you can go to·the library and do leisure 
reading? Check ( v) . one. 
(b) 
20. · (a) 
(1) Yes 
( 2) No 
If ·provision is made, how many periods a week· 'are 
leisure reading periods in the library? 
. . 
Is there class time set aside for: leisure reading 
in the classroom? 
(1) Yes 
( 2) No 
. \ 
• 
(b) If there is class time set aside for leisure reading, 
how many periods a week? 
" 21. If there is no time set aside for leisure reading (in 
the lib~ary or the classroom) , do you think there should 
~? ' \ 
( 1) Yes 
.· 
( 2) No 
22~ (a) Do you enjoy discussing books you have read? 
· Check (.1) one. 
(1) Yes 
( 2) No 
(b) Is any class time set aside for discussing books 
you have read that you are not required to read? 
Check {II) one. 
( 1) Yes. 
(2) No 
"· 







23. (a) Are you ever required to write booktreports on 
books you read on your own? Check (v)·one. 
·. ( 1) Yes .. 
( 2) No 
Cb) .' Do yo.u like to write book . reports about books you 







24. You may find it difficul't to read as many books -as you 
would . like. If this is so, what are tbe reasons? From 
the list b,elow choose five, . nuinbering .them 1, 2,.-J, 4, 
51 in order of irnpc::-rtance. 'tf. ot~er_j:hings (not list~_d) 
keep you from read~ng 1 name them _ ..uf.,#l2. · · 
( 1) 












suitable books at school 
reading skill 
. . . 
suitable books at home 
public library facilities , 
(5) lack of reading time because of hobbies 
(6) 
( 7) 
lack of reading time because of home duties 
spare time0s occupied _with T.V. or movies 
(8) preference for magazines . 
( 9) preference.. for comic books _ 
(10) too much time spent travelling to and from 
school 
(11) lack of time because of homework assignments 




















25. What would help you most in your leisure reading? From 
the list below, choose five, numbering them 1.< 2, 3, 4, 
5, in order of importance. 1 
(1) more teacher help in learning to understand 
books 
( 2) more class discussion of certain books 




mbre reading by teacher or student from 
favourite books 
more free time to spend in library 
more books 'available in classroom and/or school 
more direction and supervision in using the 
library 
(8) more books of intere~t to me 
(9) more required reading 
(10) more talks by librarians, authors or other 
experts on books 














After each of the following titles check the appropri.ltl! box (!I.tve read, IIHVf! not read 
but am familiar with title, Am not familiar with title). If you h~Ve rc,lli lhc.: book anu 
have checked the have read box, check one of the followin<J box'cs: intcrc:.Lin~J. not 
interesting, neutral. · 
• lk"lve lla•.-cnc•t /'lmnot lnlcrc:;lincJ l!••l . ~J.:ulr·.Jl 
. 1 read reud but ;un f.:11nili.1r Lnt<.:t•~::t inq T~t e fumili.:tr with 
with till<.: Litle 
. 
1. 'lhe In~redible Journey 
2. I.Ds t in the Da n:rns 
J. '!he Call of the wild . • 
------------~-----------~-----------4. Kurcn 
5. Bunner in the Sky ·· 
--~--4-----~----~~----------6. Dig Red 
7. seventeenth SlllTrCr 
8. Old Yeller 
9. "!be Outsiders 
10. Klsters of Pavenspur 
ll. Sladow of a Bull. . 
12. A Wrinkle in TiJrc 
J' 
13. Hot Red 
14. 'lhe \obof Pack • 
15. rur Exploits at West Point • 
. ' - - - .. -- - - - ...... ---- -- - - ---------'----------"'---------
..... 








' I .. . 1 
~ 
·.i 
Sectioo B (cmtinued) 
Title 
. 
i6. I am David 
17. 'Ihe Grizzly 
18. The Black Joke 
19 ~ iceblink 
-20. 1\nnc 's I bu:..c of Drc<Utr. 
21. DusJ~ •lil<l Oc.:ln> 
22. S..-un .1nd f.\.· 
23. 11k ~ :;jlV\:r ::wnrd 
24. NJcw;t]OJ 
25. 1hc J~x.:ky M ltlnt:tin M ,n:~lc-r 
26. S."YWtc, •lh Jl;a rbr •ur I~ 'Y 
27. n •.• t wa.c; ·nx~n. _ 'lhi!; i!: 1'-i"" 
28. Million l:bllar Duck 
29. Clarence the T.V. l)xJ 
30. lbrrbrc 
31. ~""ldline at Sp:x>k Cabin 
32. Singled Out 
l3. Puc::Jt lbg 
---
lave Have oot 










J\m not Interesting ~t Neutral 


















Section B (continued) 
lkwe llave J¥lt 




34. 'lhc Witdl .,r-in.~ekl.>ird I'<~nd 
35. 11k! Weird h'ildt'!; Sp~ll 
' )6. ~·t of the c:uldcn c:.mnct 
·--
-37. Luke D."lht ... in '!i \fc "-' 
38. · Sil~r W.,J r 
3'>. CUril.Jou Rtllt---.w.ty 
40. Otter J-2 C.d J inu I 
41. l\ Sl:r.ln<J<:!r C.u,...! l\: ;horc 
II 42. fran 1\nna 
43. Island of the Olt.e fr,lph.in:; 
.. 44. 20,000 Lcugucs Under tlle Sea 
45. ~thwatdt . 
46. c.opper Sunrise 
47. H::>t cars 
·-
48. Skeezer 
49. ~ 'Ihi.n Grey Man 
c 
50. 'lhe Ola.nge ling 
51: Burn O..t 
52. 'Ihe War of the hbrlds 
53. From the Mbced-q:~ files of 
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ti>t 
interesting 
-
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~utrall 
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